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A WORD FROM
THE HEAD OF SCHOOL
We welcome you to the 2017-2018
school year of Learning Beyond
Academy!
We want our students (your children) to
have a wonderful year of growth in all
aspects of life. This Handbook is one
representation of our desire to work in
partnership with families to accomplish
this goal.
It is intended to be as
comprehensive as possible while
remaining a practical and user friendly
communication tool and source of
information.
Every school has its own “culture and
community”. One of the most important
aspects of the Handbook is the degree
to which it describes the culture and
community of LBA.
The Handbook
outlines what families can expect from
the School and what the School must
expect of LBA students and families in
order for these two entities to work in
partnership with each other. For this
reason alone, mutual accountability, I
cannot encourage you strongly enough
to read the Handbook in its entirety.
I would especially encourage you to
read the sections involving Discipline as
there are adjustments to our policies
and procedures that are now in effect. I
encourage you, as well, to become
familiar with our policies and procedures
that are intended to help families solve
problems and address concerns as they
may arise during the course of the
school year.
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Of greatest importance, however, is the
degree to which the Handbook
underscores who we are as a school.
Our History, our Vision, Mission and
Philosophy, and our Standards ideally
form the basis for every policy, practice,
and procedure in our school.
No Handbook, even one as thorough as
ours, can cover every detail that may
need to be known by every family in
every situation through the course of a
school year. While we will make every
effort to avoid judgment calls and the
use of discretionary authority, we know
that when we must, the Handbook still
provides a basis for decisions we must
make and actions we must take.
We sincerely thank you for the
privilege of working in partnership
with you for the education of your
children.
We take great joy in
committing ourselves to providing an
environment wherein the mission
statement can become a reality in the
lives of all of our students.

Michael E. Partain, M.Ed.
Head of School
Learning Beyond Academy
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community center and is facilitated by a
team of approximately 70 full-time,
administrators, teachers and support staff.

INTRODUCTION
History
Learning Beyond Academy’s story is one of
dreams, faith, hard work, and lots of
determination. In 2001, the idea of LBA was
birthed, as a dream, in the heart of James
and Christina Weidner. After several years
of laying the foundation LBA was ultimately
launched in September, 2010.
With one teacher and seven students, in
the basement of a rented house, Mrs.
Weidner, as School Director, sought out a
handful of like-minded parents who had the
same dreams and goals for their children
and invited them to become a part of the
Vision and Mission of LBA. By the end of
the first year LBA had 17 students and 3 full
time teachers. The second year LBA moved
into our current facility and started the year
with 6 full time teachers and 36 students.
Each year LBA has grown exponentially
and continued to add facility space and
team members to facilitate the growing
program. With the help of the team
members, the school policies, curriculum
and teaching philosophy were firmly
established. The initial team members, in
the first five years, helped to shape the
international academic mission and
character fostering culture that guides the
school today.
Today the dream has grown into the reality
of a full academic program with the ability to
facilitate up to 350 students in our PreKindergarten, Primary, High School, and
English studies tracks. LBA celebrated its
first graduate in the 16/17 school year and
the subsequent acceptance of our very first
alumnus into a fully accredited, four-year
university is confirmation of the quality of
instruction and character education
provided by Learning Beyond Academy.
Today LBA is governed by a Board of
Directors which oversees and cooperates
with the LBA Advisory Council. With a Head
of School leading the day to day operations,
LBA occupies nearly 3000 sqm of
dedicated-leased space, within a local
LBA 17/18 Handbook

In 2016 LBA qualified as a Candidate for
International Accreditation and looks
forward to obtaining full accreditation over
the next few years.
In 2017, founders James and Christina
Weidner transitioned into Board Chairman
and Board Co-Chair roles in order to better
lead LBA into its bright future.
Who We Are
Learning Beyond Academy (Candidate for
International Accreditation) is a missionminded, nonprofit, full-time, English
language, home school, academic program
offering an international standards-based
education from preschool through high
school.
School Motto
Hearts Burning, Minds Shining
Mission Statement
Learning Beyond Academy’s mission is to
provide a holistic, character building,
learning environment that promotes a love
for learning. We endeavor to enhance each
child's experience by giving them every
opportunity to succeed and become
responsible citizens with a global
perspective.
Mission Statement Implications and
Imperatives
• LBA is a non-profit, full-time, English
education program offering
international standards-based
education for preschool through high
school.
• Our aim is to provide a caring learning
environment and holistic academic
experience that develops each
student’s intellect, passion for
learning, self-confidence, character
and social responsibility.
• Our mission is to build a program
dedicated to whole child
development, character building and
student learning while fostering
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globally responsible and creatively
minded citizens.
Our classroom optimum size is 13 to
16 students per class, offering our
teachers the ability to attend to each
student’s strengths and weaknesses
producing success in the classroom.
Our character development program
provides a daily morning assembly
time focusing on developing character
in the hearts and minds of each
member of our student body.
Character development focuses on
responsibility, respect, honesty,
caring, gratitude, forgiveness,
perseverance, and servanthood.
Our daily enrichment and after school
courses allow students to discover
their passion and develop this
passion in the area of creative arts
(music, dance, drama, art), physical
fitness/health, or sports.
Our teachers are mission minded,
passionate individuals, who enjoy
working on a close-knit team. They
are lifelong learners who embrace
and enhance our goals and
objectives.

Philosophy of Education:
Each child is unique. We hold that our duty
as educators is to point all students to the
purpose and plan for his or her life. We are
to encourage our students to embrace his
or her uniqueness and the differences in
the classroom and see that he or she is
special. We incorporate into all subject
matter such as science, history, geography,
reading, character, art, music, and physical
education the ancient truths of creation and
purpose.
As each child has a unique learning style,
ability in learning as well as method of
displaying knowledge learned. It is our
belief that classroom planning, instruction,
assessment, school wide events and extracurricular activities should meet the needs
of our diverse student body. Differentiated
learning and project-based learning should
be implemented on a daily basis throughout
all subjects, extra-curricular courses and
clubs. We believe success in education has
been achieved when students display
LBA 17/18 Handbook

proficiency through discussion, group
interaction, independent discovery, projects
using multiple intelligences, peer coaching,
presentations and or standardized testing.
It is our strong conviction that school culture
is seen in the collaboration of our staff and
faculty, parents and students in the
following areas. Successful parent and
teacher communication should be ongoing.
Classrooms have an open-door policy for
observation. Parents are encouraged to
partner with our educators and
administration to support the needs of his or
her child not only in academics but more
importantly in the emotional and spiritual
development of the child. Parental
involvement in our school events,
classroom events, and school projects is a
necessary factor in the success of their
child.
Philosophy of Education Implications
and Imperatives
• We are to respect each child as
uniquely created and offer equal
opportunity to learn without
discrimination.
• We believe that evidence of
differentiated teaching and lessons
observing multiple intelligences
should be regularly practiced in the
classroom, offering each unique
learning style an opportunity to show
proficiency and access the academic
material.
• Parent involvement is crucial to the
success of a school and educators
should provide platforms for regular
involvement of parents and ongoing
access to the learning that is
happening in the classroom.
• Excellence in character is at the
foundation and core of a successful
adult and should be introduced,
modeled and taught to all children by
educators exemplifying excellence in
character. A clear, planned and
thoroughly executed character
building program is crucial to the
success of any school and should be
integrated into all facets of the
school’s culture and events.
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• A diverse student body offers many
benefits to the worldview of each
student. Students from many
nationalities and languages bring
depth to an educational program,
allowing a real-world experience in
the classroom in the areas of English
language learners, cultural diversity,
varied perspectives in class
discussion and, most importantly, a
tolerance and acceptance of all
people regardless of nationality,
language, or race.
• As educators, we are to encourage
creativity through all forms of art and
skills, verbal and non- verbal, written
and non-written forms of expression.
We are to provide platforms for our
students to discover their gifting of
creativity and the potential they have
for creating something from nothing;
without bias or criticism for the
product and experiencing only the
satisfaction that comes from the
creative process.
• Parent volunteers in the classroom,
and in the office, offer a platform for
more collaboration and
understanding between faculty and
parents. Parents are also a great
support for in-coming / new parents
undergoing the culture change from
different nations and/or other
programs with vastly different
cultures. Parent support upon
entering our school is a high priority
and will ensure the success of the
student’s first months in our program.
• Character Building is at the core of
our school culture and is held as the
greatest tool we have to educate
children, teachers and parents on
how to make wise choices that will
lead to success and fulfillment. We
focus on character building on a daily
basis in structured and unstructured
platforms. Students that understand
and can apply these basic character
traits to which we hold will be able to
achieve the academic success for
which they strive: Respect,
Responsibility, Honesty, Care,
Gratitude, Forgiveness, Servanthood,
Perseverance, and Leadership.
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• We hold these core character traits as
our guide to uphold the highest of
values and standards not only for our
students but for all our faculty and
parents. We believe that students will
learn these character traits most
effectively when modeled by
teachers, parents and peers.
• We celebrate the international
diversity of our school and welcome
students from any nationality. This
adds depth to our students’
educational experience by
developing an awareness of diversity
of language, culture and race. This,
in turn, leads to a tolerance for those
whose first language isn’t the same
as his or her own and fosters the
development of the skills necessary
to communicate and build meaningful
relationships with people of all
nations. This provides a real-world
classroom experience offering
diverse backgrounds for classroom
discussions and projects. We bring a
global world view to the classroom
and to our approach to curriculum.
• The fine arts is a thick thread in our
school culture and all students are
encouraged to discover the singer,
actor, dancer, artist, writer, musician
or orator lying within. We host several
school wide and class events where
students are encouraged to use
these creative means to express his
or her self and to communicate what
he or she has learned as well as
teach it to another. We believe in the
art of performance and connecting
with the audience. These forms of
expression also allow each student to
build confidence in his or her self and
provides an opportunity for all
students to be creative no matter his
or her talent.
• Curriculum: At Learning Beyond
Academy, we implement a variety of
curriculum resources to best enrich
the whole child: Starfall, Reading AZ, Literature-Based Language Arts,
6+1 Writing Traits, Singapore Math
and Science, Music Theory and
Enrichment, Singapore Chinese,
Character Studies, Physical
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Education and Art Class. To
supplement your child’s education
beyond regular school hours, we also
offer after school classes in English,
Chinese, and Kids Band.
• Homework Philosophy: We believe
that homework is an essential part of
each student’s learning experience. It
is our goal to provide meaningful
tasks that will enhance the skills and
concepts taught within the
classroom.
• Assessment Philosophy: We believe
that assessment is an integral part of
a student’s learning. The main
objective of assessment is to
enhance student learning, by
gauging each student’s progress to
help build on strengths and
weaknesses. For educators,
assessment helps to evaluate the
effectiveness of a lesson/ unit and to
provide information to assist in
identifying the instructional needs of
students.
• Classroom Philosophy: Our goal is to
create a respectful, comfortable, and
well-managed learning environment
where students are actively engaged
in the learning process through
various techniques and strategies. To
promote this type of environment, we
believe that consistency,
organization, stated procedures, and
consequences are necessary. Our
optimum class size is 13-18 students.
Governance
LBA is governed by the Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors receives
recommendations and counsel from the
Learning Beyond Academy Advisory
Council. The Advisory Council is comprised
of (up to) seven independent members,
who assist with high level strategic
planning, financial accountability, and who
direct the provision of the major capital
needs of the organization. The council also
provides counsel to the Board of Directors
regarding the major financial commitments
of the organization. The Head of School is
empowered by the Board of Directors to
supervise the LBA faculty and to provide
leadership to all aspects of LBA.
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School-Wide Goal
Our goal is to create a respectful,
comfortable, and well-management learning
environment where students are actively
engaged in the learning process through
various techniques and strategies. To
promote this type of environment, we
believe that consistency; organization,
stated procedures, and consequences are
necessary.
PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM
Our Pre-School program uses a themebased curriculum offering play-based
centers, as well as opportunities for
children to learn through independent
discovery. Our centers include music, art,
movement, science, literacy and building.
We encourage creative thinking and
development of each child's interest and
character traits.
PRIMARY/MIDDLE SCHOOL PROGRAM
Our primary and middle school program
offers many opportunities for project based
learning, group collaboration and
independent development.
HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM
Learning Beyond Academy partners with
Keystone National High School and
SevenStar Academy (both possessing full
accreditation from regional, national, and
international accrediting bodies), thus
allowing us to confer a recognized and
accepted U.S. diploma upon completion of
graduation requirements.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
1. Each child learns at an individual rate.
2. Each child can experience a pattern of
success in school in order to develop
personal satisfaction self- confidence
and a feeling of pride and self-worth.
3. Each child can become a good citizen
through the development of positive
attitudes.
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4. Each child’s dignity and cultural/
linguistic diversity should be
consistently affirmed.
5. Each child has the ability to think
imaginatively and openly, to explore
ideas, and to realize that subject
matter skills are tools used in problem
solving.
6. A school-home community partnership
that encourages open and effective
communication, parent involvement,
and community support that promotes
student success.

LBA 17/18 Handbook
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SCHOOL EXPECTATIONS
Classroom and school standards have
been established and are discussed at
LBA so students are made aware of what
is expected of them. Therefore, your child
is expected to be a responsible LBA
student, adhering to all rules and
procedures.
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Respect the rights and privileges of
others.
2. Accept responsibility for his or her
action and consequences of behavior.
3. Abide by the authority of teachers,
staff and adults.
4. Be regular and prompt in meeting all
school responsibilities.
5. Make efforts to do his or her best in
school.
6. Help maintain school property free
from damage and vandalism.
7. Have good attendance. You must be in
school to get maximum instruction.
8. Be on time (8:00 a.m.) coming in late
disturbs the class.
PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Good discipline begins in the home.
Parents are the child's first teachers.
Through example and direct teaching,
parents instill in children habits of
acceptable behavior and positive attitudes
As the child's first teacher:
1. Support and assist the school
administration and teaching staff.
2. Provide your child with counseling,
guidance and direct teaching.
3. Keep the lines of communication
between home and school open:
Contact the appropriate person listed on
the title page, or your child’s teacher, if you
should have any questions or have any
important information to share.

LBA 17/18 Handbook
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ATTENDANCE
Students must be present in school for 80%
of the semester school days in order to
pass their class(es). Students who are
seriously ill will be dealt with on a case-tocase basis.
Excused/Unexcused Absences

GENERAL
INFORMATION
1. ABSENCES
ILLNESS
Please notify the school/teacher as soon as
possible when you child is ill. If your child is
absent due to illness, students will be given
two days for each day absent to complete
and turn in to the teacher the assignments
that have been missed. The day-count
starts on the day following the student’s
return to school and includes weekends
and holidays. For any absence that is for
five or more consecutive days, together we
will work out a specific timeline for
completion of the make-up work. We
understand that illness cannot be helped
and we will be as flexible as possible to
help your child make up their work. Please
understand that there are some activities
that CANNOT be done as make ups. We
cannot send the science lab home.
VACATION
Is not encouraged during the school year.
However, if you must plan a vacation, your
child’s work will be accumulated during that
time and your child can take it home to
work on it when he/she returns. We will not
gather it before hand. In the past teachers
have spent hours organizing material for an
inordinate amount of extended vacations.
We find that this is an inefficient use of our
planning time. Further, it is hard to predict
what work will get completed while you are
gone. Some days move quicker, some
slower. Also keep in mind that we try to
wrap up units before major vacations and
start new units when we return, so if you
extend a school vacation, your child is
going to miss valuable introductory material
LBA 17/18 Handbook

EXCUSED ABSENCES include:
• Illness of the student (In some cases,
documentation from appropriate licensed
professionals may be required for an
excused absence.)
• Death in the student’s immediate family
• Days of religious observance
• Medical or dental appointments
• Visa/Entry Exit Bureau Appearance
• Quarantine or hospital confinement
• Medical, mental health/psychological, or
substance abuse treatment when
documented by appropriate licensed
professionals
• Field trips or other school initiated
absences
• An emergency that, in the judgment of the
principal, constitutes a reasonable cause
of absence from school (Oversleeping,
car trouble, running parental /guardian
errands, babysitting and other such
circumstances do not constitute
UNEXCUSED ABSENCES
Are those absences that do not fall within
the areas listed above and include
vacations, visiting out-of-town relatives, or
participating in non-school sponsored
activities or events.
Students are required to be in class on
time. The student is responsible for being
present and ready to learn when the class
is scheduled to begin.
LBA students who did not attend school
during the day are not allowed to attend
LBA Afterschool programs, CAA classes,

3rd Edition
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ELS classes, events or performances that
occur afterschool. It is deemed right and
proper to assume if a student was too ill to
attend classes during the day they are too
ill to attend extra classes after school.
Students who have doctor’s appointments
during the day may attend after school
programs as long as it is cleared with the
principal 48 hours in advance and they
have attended school at least part of the
school day.
2. ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
a. Learning occurs best in an environment
with academic integrity. Academic integrity
isғ
a. A fundamental value of teaching,
learning, and scholarship.
b. Academic integrity is defined as
exhibiting honesty in all academic exercises
and assignments.
c. Academic integrity is an integral part of
promoting self-respect, trust, student
achievement, and positive
relationships among all stakeholders in our
school community.
d. Students are expected to exhibit
academic integrity with regard to all
academic exercises and assignments, this
includes but is not limited to plagiarism.
3. ACCIDENTS
Although we strive to avoid accidents, we
understand that accidents sometimes will
occur at School. Our staff is trained to
handle these incidents in a professional
manner that places the care and protection
of the students first.
If an accident happen to your child while
they are at school, you will be contacted
and informed of the situation as soon as
possible.

• Make an immediate examination to
determine location, nature and
seriousness of the injury. If it is necessary
to remove some of the clothing to make a
satisfactory examination, this should be
done with extreme care to avoid
aggravation of the injury.
• If an accident occurs on school grounds
during the school day, immediately notify
the principal. Be ready to tell the principal
the following: (a) tell the location of the
injured person; and, (b) describe the
nature, cause and probable extent of the
injuries.
• Determine the proper course of action.
The staff member on the scene may
administer proper first aid if trained. The
most dangerous condition shall be treated
first.
• Protect wounds. All wounds should be
covered properly with some sterile
materials, or if they cannot be obtained,
the wounds should be protected by a
clean handkerchief, towel or similar cloth.
• Make the individual comfortable. Whether
or not he/she should be moved depends
on the apparent type of injury and
conditions at the scene of the accident. If
there is any suspicion of fracture, the
injured person should not be moved. If
conditions are such that further damage is
possible if the injured person is not
moved, he/she may be carefully moved
according to approved first aid
procedures.
• Shock is always possible; keep the injured
person warm and lying down.

An accident in a classroom, in a hallway, on
school premises or at any other location in
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which a staff member is present and/or in
supervisory charge shall be handled in
accordance with the following:

• Handle the crowd (i.e., delegate
responsibility to dependable and
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unemotional students or other available
personnel).
• Take every precaution to see that all
apparatus, equipment and conditions
involved in the accident are maintained in
status quo until an inspection has been
made.
• Minor as well as serious injuries should be
referred to the school’s principal or trained
medical person promptly. In the event that
a decision needs to be made as to the
advisability of further treatment for a
student, that decision shall be referred to
the student’s parent(s)/guardian(s).
Notification and communication with
parent(s)/ guardian(s) in such situations
shall be the responsibility of the staff
member on the scene or the building
principal, depending on the situation. In
the case of minor injuries, principal or
designee shall use his/her professional
judgment in deciding whether to contact
the student’s parent(s)/guardian(s).
• File a written accident report in
accordance with school policy, before you
leave school that same day.
• The directors of the school, the principal
or designee will communicate with the
parents and/or press.
• Do not under any circumstance volunteer
any information or place any blame on
yourself, the school or the school’s
equipment
4. AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM AND
CLUBS (ASPC)
• LBA offers a variety of after school
programs and clubs by semester.
• The clubs are often run by teachers
who want to share their love of a
subject or hobbies with the students.
• Please refer to the website for current
listing.
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5. AGGRESSION POLICY
Aggressive behavior includes actions such
as slapping, hitting, or hurting another
person; pushing and shoving; or using
verbally aggressive language-all of which
may or may not be provoked. The teacher
observing this behavior will determine
whether an incident report is to be
completed. Since school personnel want to
partner with parents to provide a safe
environment for the students, LBA has
established the following policy for
aggressive behavior:
• Each incident is to be documented with
a description of the situation that led to
the event.
• A parent is required to sign the incident
report that will be filed in the child's file.
The teacher will notify the parent to
discuss the problem either on the phone
or in person.
• After three aggressive incidents by a
child, considered by the teacher to be
unprovoked, the parent will be called to
the school to perform disciplinary
action.
• The parent is expected to have a
discipline plan before arrival.
• After a parent has come to discipline his
or her child three times in a nine-week
period, the next notification will be for
the parent to pick up his or her child for
the remainder of the day.
• If a child is picked up three times by a
parent for aggressive incidents, the
program will not allow the child to attend
school for one week. A conference with
the principal is then required before a
child can return to school.
• A child who returns after a week of
absence and performs aggressive
behavior two additional times will be
dismissed from school for the rest of the
year, and the child must have approval
of the director and a health care
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•

•

professional to attend the preschool the
following school year.
LBA strives to provide a safe, loving,
and healthy environment for all children,
and parents are expected to partner
with the school in this effort.
When parents and preschool teachers
work together and early intervention
takes place, children who exhibit
aggressive behaviors can learn to
develop healthy spiritual, emotional,
and social behavior. This creates a
healthy school environment.

6. ANTI-BULLYING POLICY
LBA is committed to providing a caring,
friendly and safe environment for all of our
students so they can learn in a relaxed and
secure atmosphere. Bullying of any kind is
unacceptable at our school. If bullying does
occur, all students should be able to tell and
know that incidents will be dealt with
promptly and effectively. As a school we
take bullying seriously. Students and
parents should be assured that they will be
supported when bullying is reported. We
are a TELLING school. This means that
anyone who knows that bullying is
happening is expected to tell the staff.
What Is Bullying?
Bullying is the use of aggression with the
intention of hurting another person. Bullying
results in pain and distress to the victim.
Bullying can be:
• Emotional - being unfriendly, excluding,
tormenting (e.g. hiding books, threatening
gestures)
• Physical - pushing, kicking, hitting,
punching or any use of violence, racist or
racial taunts, graffiti, gestures
• Sexual- unwanted physical contact or
sexually abusive or inappropriate
comments
• Verbal - name-calling, sarcasm,
spreading rumors, teasing
LBA 17/18 Handbook

• Cyber -All areas of internet, such as email
& internet chat room misuse Mobile
threats by text messaging & calls
• Misuse of associated technology, i.e.
camera & video facilities
Why is it Important to Respond to
Bullying?
Bullying hurts. No one deserves to be a
victim of bullying. Everybody has the right
to be treated with respect. Students who
are bullying need to learn different ways of
behaving.
Our school has a responsibility to respond
promptly and effectively to issues of
bullying.
Signs and Symptoms
A child may indicate by signs or behavior
that he or she is being bullied. Adults
should be aware of these possible signs
and that they should investigate if a child:
• is frightened of walking to or from school
doesn't want to go on the school bus begs
to be driven to school
• changes their usual routine
• is unwilling to go to school (school phobic)
• begins to be truant
• becomes withdrawn, anxious, or lacking
in confidence starts stammering
• attempts or threatens suicide or runs
away
• cries themselves to sleep at night or has
nightmares, feels ill in the morning
• begins to do poorly in school work
• comes home with clothes torn or books
damaged
• has possessions which are damaged or
"go missing" asks for money or starts
stealing money (to pay bully) has lunch or
other monies continually "lost"
• has unexplained cuts or bruises
• comes home starving (money / lunch has
been stolen), becomes aggressive,
disruptive or unreasonable
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• is bullying other children or siblings stops
eating
• is frightened to say what's wrong
• gives improbable excuses for any of the
above
• is afraid to use the internet or mobile
phone
• is nervous & jumpy when a cyber
message is received
These signs and behaviors could indicate
other problems, but bullying should be
considered a possibility and should be
investigated.
Procedures
• Report bullying incidents to staff; staff will
meet with students involved in bullying. In
cases of serious bullying, the
incidents will be recorded by staff and
parents will be informed and will be asked
to come in to a meeting to discuss the
problem.
• The bullying behavior or threats of
bullying must be investigated and the
bullying must be stopped quickly.
CYBER-BULLYING POLICY
LBA embraces the advantages of modern
technology in terms of the educational
benefits it brings, however the school is
mindful of the potential for bullying to occur.
Central to the School’s anti-bullying policy
is the belief that ‘all pupils have a right not
to be bullied’ and that ‘bullying is always
unacceptable’. The School also recognizes
that it must ‘take note of bullying
perpetrated outside School which spills
over into the School’.
DEFINITION OF CYBER-BULLYING
Cyber-bullying is an aggressive, intentional
act carried out by a group or individual
using electronic forms of contact repeatedly
over time against a victim who cannot
easily defend himself/herself.
LBA 17/18 Handbook

By cyber-bullying, we mean bullying by
electronic media:
Bullying by texts or messages or calls on
mobile phones
• The use of mobile phone cameras to
cause distress, fear or humiliation
• Posting threatening, abusive, defamatory
or humiliating material on websites, to
include blogs, personal websites, social
networking sites
• Using e-mail to message others
• Hijacking/cloning e-mail accounts
• Making threatening, abusive, defamatory
or humiliating remarks in chat rooms, to
include, WeChat,Facebook, Youtube
LBA educates its pupils both in the proper
use of telecommunications and about the
serious consequences of cyber-bullying and
will, through Character Education and in
ICT lessons and assemblies, continue to
inform and educate its pupils in these fast
changing areas.
LBA trains its staff to respond effectively to
reports of cyber-bullying or harassment and
has systems in place to respond to it. LBA
endeavors to block access to inappropriate
web sites, using firewalls, antivirus
protection and filtering systems and no
pupil is allowed to work on the internet in
the Computer Room, or any other location
within the school which may from time to
time be used for such work, without a
member of staff present. Where appropriate
and responsible, St Richard’s audits ICT
communications and regularly reviews the
security arrangements in place.
Whilst education and guidance remain at
the heart of what we do, LBA reserves the
right to take action against those who take
part in cyber-bullying.
All bullying is damaging but cyber-bullying
and harassment can be invasive of privacy
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at all times. These acts may also be
criminal acts.
• LBA supports victims and, when
necessary, will work with the Police to
detect those involved in criminal acts.
• LBA will use, as appropriate, the full range
of sanctions to correct, punish or remove
pupils who bully fellow pupils or harass
staff in this way, both in or out of school.
• LBA will use its power of confiscation
where necessary to prevent pupils from
committing crimes or misusing equipment.
• All members of the School community are
aware they have a duty to bring to the
attention of the Head any example of
cyber-bullying or harassment that they
know about or suspect.
GUIDANCE FOR PUPILS
If you believe you or someone else is the
victim of cyber-bullying, you must speak to
an adult as soon as possible. This person
could be a parent/guardian, your tutor, your
matron or the Head.
• Do not answer abusive messages but log
and report them
• Do not delete anything until it has been
shown to your Form Teacher, parents/
guardian or the Principal (even if it is
upsetting, the material is important
evidence which may need to be used later
as proof of cyber-bullying)
• Do not give out personal IT details
• Never reply to abusive e-mails, chats or
texts

It is vital that parents and the school work
together to ensure that all pupils are aware
of the serious consequences of getting
involved in anything that might be seen to
be cyber-bullying. LBA informs parents of
the cyber-bullying policy and the
procedures in place to deal with cyberbullying.
• Parents can help by making sure their
child understands the school’s policy and,
above all, how seriously LBA takes
incidents of cyber-bullying
• Parents should also explain to their sons
or daughters legal issues relating to
cyber- bullying
• If parents believe their child is the victim
of cyber-bullying, they should save the
offending material (if need be by saving
an offensive text on their or their child’s
mobile phone) and make sure they have
all relevant information before deleting
anything
• Parents should contact the Principal as
soon as possible. A meeting can then be
arranged with the Principal, which may
involve other relevant members of staff
• If the incident falls in the holidays LBA
reserves the right to take action against
bullying perpetrated outside the school
which spills over into the school.
Outcomes
The bully (bullies) will talk individually with
teacher. Other consequences may take
place. In serious cases, in school
suspension or even exclusion will be
considered.

• Never reply to someone you do not know
• Stay in public areas in chat rooms
GUIDANCE FOR PARENTS

After the incident / incidents have been
investigated and dealt with, each case will
be monitored to ensure repeated bullying
does not take place.
Love & Logic

LBA 17/18 Handbook
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We will use LOVE & LOGIC methods for
helping children to prevent bullying. As and
when appropriate, these may include:
• writing a set of school rules
• signing a behavior contract
• writing stories or poems or drawing
pictures about bullying
• reading stories about bullying or having
them read to a class or assembly making
up role- plays
• having discussions about bullying and
why it matters
7. BEHAVIOR POLICIES: Code of
Conduct
THE PHILOSOPHY AND APPLICATION
OF DISCIPLINE AT
LEARNING BEYOND ACADEMY
Part I: Philosophical Basis
1. The Learning Beyond Academy
Mission
The Mission Statement of LBA infers our
desire to help our students develop
character, knowledge, and wisdom. The
goals of our Discipline Plan are an
extension of that Mission Statement:
•

•

We are committed to each child and young
person knowing that they are loved and
respected by all staff members and in all
situations.
To that end, Love and Logic® principles
help our staff keep empathy and
relationships as non-negotiable priorities in
all interactions with students and
particularly in those moments when
students are making choices that are not in
their best interest, the best interest of the
class or activity, or in the best interest of
Learning Beyond Academy.
The Five Basic Love and Logic® Principles
that provide the foundation for the day to
day instructional environment of Learning
Beyond Academy are:
1. Preserve and enhance the child’s selfconcept.
2. Teach children how to own and solve
the problems they create.
3. Share the control and decision-making.
4. Combine consequences with high
levels of empathy and warmth.
5. Build the adult-child relationship.
Discipline vs. Punishment

Self-Discipline (a life quality that is
foundational to the development of
positive and productive character);
and
A Well-Ordered School (a prerequisite for an instructional
environment that seeks to develop
character and impart knowledge and
wisdom). A well-ordered school
implies
• a safe and secure campus (in
every sense) and
• classrooms and learning
environments that are free from
disruption

At LBA we recognize the difference
between discipline and punishment.
Punishment is what happens when adults
are frustrated, and the only goal is that the
young person (our child, our student) is as
unhappy as we are at that particular
moment.
Discipline is the application of
consequences with the goal of eliminating
behavior that is not in the students’, or
LBA’s, best interest. Indeed, discipline
that leads to self-discipline is a part of
the character training that parents
expect from the school.
Standards
Each student is expected to:

2. The Principles of Love and
Logic®
LBA 17/18 Handbook

•
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Demonstrate courtesy, even when
others do not;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Behave in a responsible manner,
always exercising self-discipline;
Attend all classes, regularly and on
time;
Prepare for each class; take
appropriate materials and
assignments to class;
Meet school and campus standards
of grooming and dress;
Obey all campus and classroom
rules;
Respect the rights and privileges of
students, teachers, and other school
staff and volunteers;
Respect the property of others,
including school property and
facilities;
Cooperate with and assist the
school staff in maintaining safety,
order, and discipline;
Adhere to the requirements of the
LBA Parent-Student Handbook.

BOUNDARIES, CORRECTION, AND
CONSEQUENCES

•
•
•

Most children, especially in the younger
grades, respond to correction out of a
desire to please their teacher, and most
school situations can be addressed in this
manner (most of the time). At other times,
however, correction needs to be
accompanied by consequence in order to
help the child eliminate behavior that is not
in his or her best interest or in the best
interest of the learning environment for the
other students.
Consequences are:
•
•
•

•

•

Boundaries are:
Standards
Rules
Expectations
Instructions
Parameters
Agreements
Requirements……

Correction is:

•

Verbally instructing students regarding
their actions;
Interrupting their behavior;
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Be appropriate to, and proportionate
to, the relative seriousness of the
infraction and the frequency of its
occurrence;
Be provided by the classroom
teacher, and then ultimately by the
administration, if the child does not
initially respond with improved
behavior.

It is important to note here that a wellordered environment is not the same
thing as a harsh environment.

and as such must be established, and
communicated, for individual classrooms,
grades, divisions, and the school as a
whole.

•

Restrictions on, or removal of,
privileges and opportunities
Required responses; and
Impacting events viewed by the child
as undesirable.

Consequences must:

A Discipline Plan that works (i.e. helps a
student to eliminate behavior that is not in
his best interest or in the best interest of
LBA) involves boundaries, correction, and
consequences.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redirecting their behavior; and
Reminding students of expectations
and
Referring the student to the
administration for determination and
application of consequences.

A school should certainly have high
expectations of students. To the same
degree, the school should provide a high
level of support in helping children learn,
respond to, and ultimately meet, those
expectations.
At LBA our underlying objective is that,
even in the midst of boundaries, correction
and consequence, our students will know
that we love and respect them.
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We will do our best to make sure they have
an opportunity to learn that there are times
that unconditional love must be expressed
in terms of boundaries, correction, and
consequences.

For others, self-discipline will not be
attained by the classroom management
process and will require the intervention
of the Principal and the application of
administrative consequences.

Classroom Management

Administrative Discipline

Developmentally appropriate
boundaries, correction, and
consequences

Developmentally appropriate
consequences beyond the classroom

Children who are four turning five, who are
in second grade, who are in fifth or sixth
grade, and who are in all the grades in
between are all in widely varying stages of
development, maturation, cognitive
functioning, and reasoning ability. A “one
size fits all” approach to classroom
management is ineffective.
At LBA, each classroom, each grade level,
and where appropriate, combinations of
grade levels, have an administratively
approved classroom discipline plan that is
based upon the principles of Love and
Logic® and Honorable Character®
These plans differ from one another and
are intended to do so as a reflection of our
understanding of the differing needs and
abilities of children across the grade level
spectrum. The boundaries, the way
correction is handled, and the form that
consequences take, and the manner in
which those consequences are applied are
all specific to the needs of children in those
classes and grade levels.
As a part of Parent Orientation, teachers
provide an overview of their specific class
rules, procedures, and management plan
(all based upon the Principles of Love and
Logic®) and Honorable Character®
As mentioned before, for most children,
simply knowing about and understanding
the plan results in compliance and selfdiscipline. For some, compliance and selfdiscipline will be a process that comes
through crossing boundaries, receiving
correction, and experiencing
consequences.
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• Referring versus Sending
For each classroom discipline plan there is
a point at which students must be referred
to the Principal’s office. This will vary to
some degree as a function of our desire to
recognize developmental and grade level
differences. Some behaviors are chronic,
and the classroom plan has not resulted in
compliance and self-discipline. Some
behaviors and the degree to which that
behavior found expression, do not fall within
the parameters of classroom discipline
plans, but are considered immediate
grounds for referral to the Principal’s office.
In general, a parent can expect a child’s
behavior to be referred (reported) to the
Principal’s office when:
minor infractions have been
repeated often enough to process
the student through available
classroom consequences and no
incremental options remain for
the teacher to apply) and there has
been no improvement in behavior.
In general, a parent can expect the child to
be sent or taken to the Principal’s office
when the behavior in question has been,
from the teacher’s perspective:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Serious;
Lacking a positive response to
classroom consequences;
Disruptive of the learning environment
Disrespectful;
Inappropriate; and
Potentially, or actually, injurious or
abusive to self or others.
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Clearly, the preceding list is one of broad
categories that are open to interpretation.
Exactly so. It is the classroom teacher who
has primary responsibility to manage and
provide a well-ordered instructional
environment.
The classroom teacher must have
discretionary authority, however, to
involve the Principal’s office whenever
he or she feels that administrative
intervention must be taken into
consideration.
•

Administrative
Intervention

Administrative intervention is the Principal’s
response to situations that have been
referred to him by a teacher or staff
member. The Principal also has
discretionary authority to respond to
situations referred to him by adults who are
not on staff (parent volunteers, field trip
chaperones, etc.). Additionally, the
Principal has discretionary authority to
initiate administrative intervention
processes for situations that have not been
referred to him, but of which he has
knowledge or reason to have a concern.
PART II: THE DISCIPLINARY PROCESS
INFRACTIONS (BEHAVIORS THAT
NEGATIVELY IMPACT THE LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT) LEAD TO REFERRALS
In most schools, the writing of, or receiving
of, a referral is an emotionally charged
issue associated with a major behavior
problem, and the referral is seen in and of
itself as punishment.
Our Discipline Plan differs significantly from
this approach.
At LBA, a referral is essentially a
“communication and documentation” tool
and is not in and of itself a consequence.
Referrals are not reserved for major
disruptions and may/will be written for
issues both major and minor.
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Discipline Referrals will be written
regularly at the discretion of the
teachers, staff, and administrators in
order to maintain a learning environment
(classrooms and common areas) that is
safe, secure, and free from disruption.
Consequences resulting from a referral will
affect a student’s ability to participate in
school privileges and programs at various
levels. The goal of the process is to provide
secure, recognizable boundaries for all
students, to ensure consistent discipline by
the teachers and staff, and to assist the
school administration in successfully
supporting the student and the teacher
while the problem is being solved.
Referral Forms Are:
•
•

Filled out by a staff member
regarding a student infraction
(excessive talking, etc.)
Provided to the Principal * who then
o

Uses the “Referral
Categories” section of The
Discipline Plan to assign a
specific number of demerits
that are indicated for that
infraction.

The Principal may or may not call the
student in for a conference depending
upon the nature or frequency of the
infraction.
The Principal may or may not call the
parent/guardian in for a conference
depending upon the nature or frequency of
the infraction or the consequence to be
served.
One copy of the referral form (with the date
and nature of the infraction noted, and the
consequence to be served) is delivered to
the student.
One copy is e-mailed or mailed to the
parent/guardian. One copy becomes part of
the student’s current school year discipline
file.
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* On a day to day basis the referral process
will be managed by the Head of School and
authorized individuals (such as the PreSchool Coordinator). In the event the Head
of School is off campus or otherwise
unavailable, the Head of School will appoint
and authorize another administrator to fulfill
this role. Staff members who may be given
this responsibility include, but are not
limited to, the Pre-School Coordinator, the
High School Principal, and the School
Administrative Assistant.. Wherever
“Principal” is mentioned, this potential
delegation of authority is understood to be
in effect.

•
•
•

The potential consequences include, but
are not limited to, the following:

REFERRALS LEAD TO
CONSEQUENCES
Teachers and staff members write referrals.
It is the Principal who assigns demerits and
consequences. As mentioned above,
should a student receive demerits or a
written warning, a

referral will be sent home with the infraction
and number of demerits given listed.
As the nature of student infractions
becomes more serious or as the infraction
re-occurs or becomes chronic, some
referrals will result in significant numbers of
demerits. The Principal has discretionary
authority to send home, suspend in school
or out of school, assign Saturday School, or
call for a Discipline Review Committee,
potentially leading to voluntary withdrawal
or expulsion.
The more serious the potential
consequence, the greater effort LBA will
make to contact parents/guardians and
involve them in the discipline process
before decisions are made.
Possible Consequences
The Principal assigns consequences that
he determines to be appropriate, fair, and
most likely to be effective in light of:
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The number of demerits assigned
to the Infraction Level;
The degree to which a boundary was
violated; and
The student’s discipline record for the
current school year.

•
•
•

Verbal Warning
Written Warning
Temporary Removal of Privileges
and Event Participation

•
•
•
•
•
•

“Dress Uniform” Requirements
In-School Suspension
Out-of-School Suspension
Saturday School*
Discipline Review Committee**
Other

*Saturday School:
• Saturday School Attendance will usually
be reserved as a consequence for
students in grades five through twelve
(5th – 12th).Saturday School begins at
8:30 a.m. and ends at 10:30
a.m.Parents will be billed 500RMB in
order to pay for Saturday School
Staffing.
• If a student has more than 5 demerits
from the previous week, more than
one “Saturday School” may be
assigned.
• There is no “after school” detention
given or supervised by the
principal; teachers may require a
student to stay after school with one
day’s notice to the family.
• Failure to attend Saturday School
without prior arrangements made with
the principal will result in additional
consequences and possible
suspension.
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• Should Saturday School be assigned
late in the week, parents are welcome
to request an extension and have
their student serve the following
week.
• Referrals received for inappropriate
behavior during Saturday School will
result in additional consequences and
possible suspension.
• Students in Saturday School Detention
must be in School Uniform or will
otherwise receive additional
consequences and possible
suspension.

Respecting Safety And Security:
1. No hall pass or being in a location/
engaging in activities not accounted for
by the hall pass (including excessive
time out of class) *
2. Rude or discourteous behavior
(physically, verbally, or any other
format) to another student *

Referral categories:
1. Respecting Safety and Security
2. Respecting the Learning
Environment

3. Failure to report to authorized “before
school” and “after school” locations *

Distinguishing Minor from Major:
For Infractions noted with 1 (one) red
asterisk, the behavior should receive
on-site re-directive correction to maintain/
restore “what is best” for the student
involved and/or to maintain/restore “what is
best” for others who may be affected by the
behavior (see definition of correction). For
“minor” infractions, staff members have
discretionary authority to write, or not write
a referral.
For infractions noted with 2 (two) red
asterisks, the behavior should receive
on-site re-directive correction to maintain/
restore “what is best” for the student
involved or to maintain/restore “what is
best” for others who may be
affected by the behavior (see definition of
correction. A referral form must then be
filled out and submitted to the principal.
After reviewing the information in the
referral, the principal will determine follow
up.
For infractions noted with 3 (three) or 4
(four) red asterisks, the behavior should
receive on-site re-directive correction to
LBA 17/18 Handbook

maintain/restore “what is best” for the
student involved or to maintain/restore
“what is best” for others who may be
affected by the behavior (see definition of
correction).
A referral form must then be filled out and
the student must be escorted by a staff
member to the school office.

4. Carrying out practical jokes and pranks
on other students (1st time) **
• Carrying out practical jokes and pranks
on other students- (2nd time) ***
• Carrying out practical jokes and pranks
on other students (3rd time) ****
5. Verbal Harassment (repeated or intense
verbal abuse of another student) **
6. Physically mistreating another student
(1st time) **
• Physically mistreating another student
(2nd time) ***
Physically
mistreating another student
•
(3rd time)****
7. Contributing to an unsafe environment
by reckless/careless actions (1st time) **
• Contributing to an unsafe environment
by reckless/careless actions
(2nd time) ***
• Contributing to an unsafe environment
by reckless/careless actions (3rd time)
****
8. Endangerment of, or harm or injury to,
another person as the direct or indirect
result of a reckless act ***
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9. Endangerment of, or harm/ injury to,
another person as a direct or indirect
result of a purposeful act ****
10. Possessing, providing for others, or
using, any controlled substance,
including tobacco products, on campus
****
11. Fighting ****
12. Bullying in any format: verbal, physical,
written, electronic; solicitation of the
participation of others for the purpose of
same ****
13. Profanity/Vulgarity in any form or format
****
14. Threat of Physical Harm in any form or
format ****
15. Leaving campus without proper
authorization ****
16. Principal Discretionary Issue
Respecting The Learning Environment
1. Distractive behavior in the classroom,
assembly, or other school function *

8. Non-compliance: refusal, or delaying, to
follow correction and/or direction **
9. Minor vandalism, damage, or alteration
to school property or the property of
another**
• Major vandalism, damage, or alteration
to school property or the property of
others ***
• Destruction of school property or the
property of others ****
10. Unauthorized relocation or possession
of another individual’s property, school
property, or the property of another
organization ****
11. Recording, posting, or sharing, in any
way, the voice or image of another
without prior consent (of the individual and/
or Learning Beyond Academy)
and/ or in a way that disrupts the
educational environment ****
12. Failure to follow LBA rules and/or
Acceptable Use Policies regarding
technology ****
13. Principal Discretionary Issue

2. Unauthorized use or exhibition of
personal electronic devices *

Demerits and the Discipline Record

3. Littering *
4. Disorderly Conduct (horseplay, roughhousing, excessive noise, running in the
buildings, minor lunchroom issues, throwing
small objects, paper wads, etc.) *
5. Disrupting the classroom:(three or more
requests in a 45- minute period to cease
activities not supportive of instruction or
assigned class activity **
6. Misrepresentation of factual information
**
7. Unauthorized provision of, possession
of, access to, or use of, unauthorized
information or resources/assistance with
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• regular class work/minor tests/
quizzes**
• or major assignment/test ***

Demerits are the means by which LBA is
able to view a student’s discipline record,
over the course of a grading period, a
semester, or a school year, objectively and
fairly.
Demerits help determine what
consequences are appropriate.
Once a referral is written and submitted,
and after the student has had an
opportunity to explain his or her behavior to
the Principal, demerits are entered into the
student’s discipline record. The exception
to this will be when the Principal determines
that the administrative response to the
referral will be a verbal or written warning.
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One red asterisk =
One Demerit
Two red asterisks =
Two Demerits
Three red asterisks = Three Demerits
Four red asterisks = Four Demerits

clarification (the exception to this
would be when discipline was initiated
by the Principal without referral from
teachers or staff members).
•

Conference and Communication
Process
When the principal receives a referral from
a staff member or is otherwise aware of
behavior outside of that permitted by The
Discipline Plan, the Principal will meet with
the student. For serious situations that
could involve suspension or expulsion, the
office will attempt to contact one of the
parents and invite him\her to be present for
the conference. Parents will always be
notified either by e-mail, letter, or phone call
that an office conference between the
student and the Principal has occurred, the
nature of the infraction in question, and the
administrative consequences, if any.
The Principal will discuss the referral or
incident or behavior with the student and
the student will be allowed to give his\her
side of the story or explanation. Parents
and students should not expect that we will
take the word of the student against the
word of the teacher or any LBA staff
member.
Referrals can be appealed
Appeal, Grievance, and Complaint
Process
Occasionally a parent or student questions
whether or not the disciplinary action taken
by the school is warranted. The following
procedures should be followed:
•

•

If there is a question regarding a
consequence applied by the
classroom teacher or faculty member,
the parent must contact the
teacher\faculty member for
clarification.
If there is a question as to what
happened or why the referral was
written, or why the student was taken
to the office, the parents must contact
the teacher or staff member for
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If there is a question regarding
administrative consequences (what
was assigned and why), the parents
must contact the Principal for
clarification.

Parents may set up a conference with the
teacher by WeChat, letter, e-mail, voice
mail or with the help of the school office.
Please do not call the teacher at home.
Please do not just show up or try to meet
with the teacher without an appointment.
School policy prohibits the teacher from
meeting with a parent at times when the
teacher is directly supervising students or
carrying out assigned duties.
After meeting with the teacher, if the parent
does not feel the question has been
resolved, then, and only then, will a meeting
be set up with the parent and the Principal.
After that meeting, if the parent does not
feel that the question has been resolved,
then a meeting will be set up with the
parent, teacher, and the Principal. The
previous meetings must have been held to
reach this level.
For disciplinary consequences other than
recommendation for expulsion, disciplinary
decisions cannot be appealed beyond the
Principal unless it can be reasonably
asserted that the consequence:
•

Was assigned in a manner
inconsistent with the LEARNING
BEYOND ACADEMY Discipline
Plan and reasonable due
processes.

Multiple Demerits Lead To
Status Reviews
Quarterly Status Reviews
At the end of each quarter grading period,
students in the following categories will,
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along with a parent/guardian, be required to
meet with the Principal:
•

students who have earned fifteen or
more demerit points for that quarter.

The review process is as follows:
Initial Review- This review is carried out by
the Principal and is automatic for any
student who falls into one or more of the
categories outlined above. The Principal will
examine the academic /behavioral/
attendance record of all students on the
review list for that grading period and
determine if any action needs to be taken.
The Principal has discretionary authority to
decide that no administrative action is
warranted and may, therefore, terminate the
review process. No student file will reflect
an initial review wherein the process is
terminated in this manner.
The Principal may decide that the student
and family is best served by taking
administrative action and will, therefore,
initiate the second level of the status review
by requiring a student/family consultation.
Student\Family Consultation – In this
stage of the process, the student, one or
more of the parents/guardians, and the
Principal (and other staff members at
administrative discretion) meet together to
discuss the reasons for the status review
(academic/behavioral/attendance) and how
the situation can be remedied for the future.
The Principal has the discretionary authority
to decide that no further action is warranted
and may terminate the review process and,
indeed, this is the goal of the consultation.
Alternatively, the Principal has discretionary
authority to exercise other options:
•
•
•

The assignment of additional
consequences
Counseling family regarding
resources, intervention, and
assistance
Calling for a Discipline Review
Committee

served by taking more serious
administrative action and will, therefore,
inform the parent/guardian regarding the
initiation of the third level of the status
review: The Discipline Review Committee.
A Discipline Review Committee Hearing is
an indicator that the student has made
himself or herself potentially ineligible to
continue at, or return to, Learning Beyond
Academy.
The ultimate purpose of the Discipline
Review Committee is to determine
whether or not to set aside, or finalize
this ineligibility.
The Principal has discretionary authority to
call for a Discipline Review Committee,
regardless of the number of demerits
accumulated, if an infraction has occurred,
that in and of itself, is grounds for removal
from school.
A committee consisting of three or more
LBA administrators and teachers will review
the student’s academic/behavioral/
attendance record for the current and
previous, if any, grading period(s).
The student and the parent/guardians will
be invited to address the committee and
state what they believe to be a compelling
reason for allowing their student to continue
at LBA. Note: this is the equivalent of an
expulsion hearing and all due process
rights regarding same will be accorded.
After which, the family will be excused and
the committee will begin deliberations. In
the event that the committee does not find a
compelling reason to allow the student to
continue at LBA, the committee will
communicate the finalization of the
student’s ineligibility to continue at, or return
to Learning Beyond Academy.
Upon review, the Discipline Review
committee may alternatively recommend
that:
•

The Principal may decide that the needs of
LBA, or the needs of the student, are best
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no further action is required, and the
Principal should terminate the status
review process;
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•

the Principal should exercise additional
options from the second stage of the
process (assign additional
consequences other than expulsion).

Please note: LBA reserves the right to
refuse re-enrollment to the school to any
student who does not meet eligibility
requirements. LBA reserves the right to
refuse re-enrollment for any student when,
in the judgment of the administration, that
re-enrollment would not be in the best
interest of LBA, its students, or faculty
regardless of disciplinary points
accumulated. Previous enrollment does not
guarantee re-enrollment.

As mentioned before, the LBA Discipline
Plan is different, in many respects, from
other plans and one evidence of this is our
PRO-Merit Program. The PRO-Merit
Program asks and answers the following
questions:
•

What about our students who, on a
daily basis, meet and exceed
expectations for character, caring,
academics, and all that is included
in the community and culture of
Learning Beyond Academy?

•

What about our students who have
challenges (and therefore a demerit
record) but who also have
successes and moments/events/
situations where it is clear they are
doing their very best and even
improving?

Forfeiture of Eligibility to Continue or
Return as a Student at LBA
Any student who has earned fifty or more
demerits prior to the end of a school year
or by the end of a school year, will be
considered to have made themselves
ineligible to continue or return as a student
at LBA.
Often, a student will have issues that are
questionable but do not rise, in and of
themselves, to the level of automatic
ineligibility. LBA reserves the right to
declare a student ineligible to return to
school the following year, if, in the judgment
of the Principal, the student’s behavioral
and/or attendance record warrants such
action.
The due process that is a part of the
Discipline Review Committee Hearing will
be accorded to all such students and their
families.
PRO-Merit Program Referrals and
Process

In the same way that an LBA student can,
unfortunately, earn and accumulate
demerits, the good news is that our
students can earn and accumulate promerits.
Pro-merits are assigned by the Principal on
a regular basis in response to positive
behavior reports/referrals written/
communicated by teachers, staff members,
volunteers, parents (the student’s own
parents or any parent in the school), and
individuals coming into contact with LBA
students (field trip interactions, SSH visits,
etc.).
The Principal will review the information
communicated (via positive behavior
referral or other means) and will, at his or
her discretion, assign:

LBA recognizes that we have wonderful
students from wonderful families and that
Discipline Plans, though a necessary
support for character training, often direct
attention only to those who are not
respecting boundaries.

•
•
•
•
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1 (one) pro-merit for a Level 1
Positive Report,
5 (five) pro-merits for a Level 2
Positive Report,
10 (ten) pro-merits for a Level 3
Positive Report, and
15 (fifteen pro-merits) for a Level 4
Positive Report.
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The Positive Report Levels and Pro-merits
assigned to each level mirror the Levels
and Demerits for infractions. While a promerit does not cancel out or remove a
demerit, it will absolutely provide objective
data in support of the student when the
principal is making a decision about
Quarterly Status Reviews, Discipline
Review Committees etc.
Clearly, “good behavior is its own reward”
but LBA will intentionally look for
opportunities to reinforce and appreciate
the day-to-day (and the above-and beyond)
positive actions and attitudes on the part of
our students.
8. BIRTHDAY PARTIES
Students may bring in their choice of treat
for their birthday celebration.
Birthdays can be celebrated at school but
please contact class or homeroom teacher
a few days in advance to arrange a time. If
the birthday is on a weekend then it is the
child’s choice on whether they would like to
celebrate on a Friday or a Monday. For
those who have celebrated their birthdays
during the summer, we could celebrate their
half-birthday.
Please refrain from sending Birthday Party
Invitations to school with your child. This is
distracting to both your child and their
classmates. When all students are not
invited to a celebration it can cause hurt
feeling and fiction in the classroom. This is
not the atmosphere we would to promote in
our classrooms
9. BOOKS
Textbooks- Students are loaned textbooks
for instructional use and are responsible for
the care and condition of the book. If any
book is lost or damaged during their use by
the students, the student will responsible for
the replacement cost of the book.
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Library books- Students are responsible for
the care and condition of any library book
borrowed from the LBA library and will be
responsible for the replacement cost of any
lost book.
10. CARPOOL
• Please fill out the form provided with
Authorized Drivers, Students’ Name and
Parents Signatures from all parents
involved. Only one form is required for
each car pool group.
• Pre-Approved drivers are not required to
use the security tags to pick up students
assigned and authorized by parents.
• Drivers are required to pick up children in
the canteen or at the classroom door for
younger students. Students may not walk
down unaccompanied by the preapproved drivers.
11. CLOSURE POLICIES
For the safety of the students, the school
may be directed to close the school.
For the following reasons:
• Dangerous AQI levels as issued by
Shanghai government
• Infectious disease control as issued by
Shanghai government
• Severe weather alerts as issued by
Shanghai government
If the Shanghai Government has issued any
of the warnings above, school will be
canceled for that day, by 7:00 am and any
continuing days as deemed necessary by
the local authorities. Days of school
missed, lunch fees and/or bus service
missed because the school is following
local authorities instructions will not be
made up at a later date.
SCHOOL CANCELLATION PROTOCOL
1st step: WeChat: a Wechat message will
be the school’s first source of personal
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contact with families when making urgent
announcements regarding changes in
regular school operations by 7:00 am
2nd step: A mass email announcement
from the school will be sent to primary
parents email.
AQI LEVELS
• Cancelation of School: Until the school
establishes accurate internal air quality
readings the camp will be officially
canceled in the event the “AQI” level in
Shanghai exceeds 400 by 7:00 a.m. on a
given day. School cancelation protocol
will be put into effect immediately.
• Early Dismissal: In the event the “AQI”
exceeds acceptable levels (400) by 12:15
p.m. on a given day the school will
proceed with early dismissal protocol.
• After School Classes/Activities: In the
event “AQI” levels exceed 400 before 3:00
p.m. all the after school classes and
activities will be canceled that day.
• Outdoor Activities/Field Trips: In the event
“AQI” levels exceed 250 all outdoor
activities and school field trips will be
canceled for the day.
INFECTIOUS DISEASE CONTROL
• Students may come in contact with an
infectious disease while attending school.
If this disease is considered to be a
danger to the overall general health of the
school: a class, a section, or the school
may be closed by the Shanghai
government for an amount of time
designated by the government office.
• The most efficient measure to prevent
disease transmission is to thoroughly
wash your hands.
• Students will be prompted many times
during the school day to wash their hands.
Please encourage your child to follow
these instructions.
SEVERE WEATHER ALERTS
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If the Shanghai Government issues one of
the warning below camp will be canceled.
TYHOON ORANGE ALERT
In 12 hours, tropical cyclone is likely to
affect or has affected, bringing average
wind speed of scale 10 on off shore & land
or gust of scale 12; this condition is to
continue.
Action: All offices, schools and nonessential services are closed during Orange
signal. Public transport continues to operate
as long as it is safe to do so.
In addition to the actions taken during
Yellow signal, you should make sure all
windows are locked and valuable items are
moved away from windows. If you do not
have storms shutters and are exposed to
the typhoon’s approaching direction, then
consider taping large windows to minimize
any damage from possible shattering
TYPHOON RED ALERT
In 6 hours, tropical cyclone is likely to affect
or has affected, bringing average wind
speed of scale 12 on off shore & land or
gust of scale 14; this condition is to
continue.
Action: Stay indoors and away from
exposed windows. Close interior doors and
be sure you (and your children) are in a
secure part of your home.
If you are away from home, find a safe
place and remain there until conditions are
safe for you to return home.
RAIN SIGNAL ORANGE
In the next 3 hours, the rainfall will be up to
above 50 mm, or is likely to continue with a
basis of 50 mm.
Action: Students should stay at home or, if
already at school, remain there until
conditions are safe for them to return home.
Stay indoors or take shelter in a safe place.
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If you are already at work you should stay
there until the storm has passed.
RAIN SIGNAL RED
In the next 3 hours, the rainfall will be up to
above 100 mm, or is likely to continue with
a basis of 100 mm.
Action: All Offices, schools and nonessential services are closed during Red
signal.
Stay indoors or take shelter in a safe place.
If you are already at work you should stay
there until the storm has passed.
12. CONFIDENTIALITY
This policy has been established to ensure
that confidential information is managed in
a manner consistent with community
expectations, professional standards and
legal obligations. Confidentiality is a
fundamental attribute of any professional
organization. The protection of confidential
information relating to others is a serious
moral, professional, ethical and legal
responsibility that our school recognizes
and upholds.
Implementation:
• Confidential information concerning LBA
may only be transferred from one person
to another when it is professionally
appropriate and legally acceptable to do
so.
• All staff will be reminded regularly about
workplace confidentiality and professional
expectations, as well as privacy
obligations as detailed in the U.S.
Information Privacy Act – 2000.
• All highly confidential information relating
to any current or past parents, families,

• students or staff members will be
maintained in individual files in the school
office, and can only be accessed with
Administration’s approval.
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• Staff subsequently accessing confidential
files must acquire Administration’s
permission.
• Staff members provided with confidential
documentation relating to students or
families should present the documentation
to the Administration so that it can be
retained in the confidential individual files.
• Staff members are to direct any requests
for confidential information to the
Administration.
• Staff members will not disclose
confidential information about students,
families or staff, or be drawn into
discussions about students, families or
staff, with any third person or agency,
which has no legal or compelling need to
discuss such issues.
• While staff members may have
confidential discussions with others,
particularly students, all staff members
are compelled to report all disclosures of
intentions to self- harm or to harm others.
• Breeches of confidentiality relating to
complaints, staff selection or staff
performance, etc. are all serious offenses.
• The Administration will thoroughly
investigate any alleged breeches of
confidentiality or privacy.
13. CONCERN AND APPEAL PROCESS
The following procedure has been
established by Learning Beyond Academy
for handling parent concerns not related to
disciplinary actions*:
• If the concern does not involve a staff
member (hereafter referred to as “the
teacher”), the parent should feel free
to contact the Head of School
(hereafter referred to as “the
principal”) for an appointment.
• If the concern involves a teacher, the
parent must first meet with the
teacher regarding the concern.
• If the principal is contacted first, he is
required to ask the parent whether or
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not they have met with the teacher to
discuss the concern.
• If the family has not yet met with the
teacher, the principal must refer them
to the teacher and offer to arrange
contact or an appointment with the
staff member so that the concern can
first addressed between the parent
and the teacher.
The vast majority of concerns get
addressed and problems, if there are
any, get solved by simple and direct
communication between the teacher and
the parent.
Parents may set up a conference, or
classroom observation with the teacher by
letter, e-mail, text, WeChat, voice mail or
with the help of the school office.
Please do not voice call the teacher after
school hours. Please do not just show up
or try to meet with the teacher without an
appointment. School policy prohibits the
teacher from meeting with a parent at times
when the teacher is directly supervising
students or carrying out assigned duties.
• If a parent has met with the teacher, is
not satisfied, and still feels that that
the issue has not been resolved, then
he/she may make an appointment
with the principal or the teacher’s
immediate supervisor (usually the
Head of School or Pre-School
Director).
• The principal will meet with the parent to
discuss the concern.
• The principal will meet with the teacher
for a response to the concern.
• The principal may elect to have a
meeting with the teacher and one or
more of the student’s parents to
discuss the concern together.
• The principal will then:
• direct the staff member to make
specific changes or take specific
corrective actions
• or
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• direct the staff member to continue the
process, procedure, or activity that
has raised a concern.
• The principal will then:
• report back to the parent regarding
specific changes, or specific
actions, and\or the administrative
decision to allow or continue that
which raised a concern;
• If the parent is not satisfied with the
principal’s decision and considers the
issue to still be unresolved:
• The principal will, at the parent’s
request, contact the Chairman of the
governing board of LBA regarding the
unresolved issue.
• The Chairman of the governing board,
or his appointed representative, will
determine if the issue or complaint is
compelling enough to call for a review
of the principal’s decision. Not all
appeals will be considered by the
Chairman of the governing board or
his appointed representative.
• If the appeal is not to be considered,
the Chairperson, or his appointed
representative will inform the parent
that the matter will not be considered
further and that the principal’s
decision remains in effect.
• If the appeal is considered, the
Chairperson, or his appointed
representative, will review the matter
and then do one of the following:
• Inform the parent that the principal’s
decision remains in effect and the
matter will not be considered further.
OR
• Direct the principal to make specific
changes or take specific corrective
action.
It is important to note here that the parent
simply disagreeing with the principal’s
decision will not be considered a compelling
basis for reviewing the issue. The Chairman
and the governing board have authorized
the principal (the Head of School) to carry
out policy and procedure and to make
decisions regarding students, teachers, and
the operation of the school. Parents should
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not expect all disagreements to be
appealable beyond the Head of School.
14. D.E.A.R.
• Drop Everything and Read program is
designed to encourage students to read
purely for
• the enjoyment of reading. Every Friday
morning the entire school with stop for
15 minutes and read
• a book. it is an integral part of LBA's
commitment to improve reading ability.
15. HEALTH AND WELLNESS
It is sometimes difficult to determine when
to keep a child home from school, LBA has
established these guidelines:
a. Children who are not well enough to go
to recess or PE are not well enough to
come to school.
b. When classroom staff observes signs of
illness in a child based on the following
guidelines, then parents will be notified
to come pick up their child promptly
(within half and hour). These are:
• An auxiliary temperature of 3 or higher,
Vomiting, Diarrhea, A draining rash
• Discharge from the eye (pink-eye)
• Sore throat
• Ear Pain
• Stomach Pain
• Fatigue or irritability that prevents
participation
• Communicable diseases which require
treatment
c. Similarly, if a child exhibits any of these
symptoms at home, they should not be
brought to school.
d. Children may not come to school after
having been given a fever reducer at
home only to have it wear off in a few
hours, during which time they are still
contagious to others.
Children may return to school when:
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• Fever, vomiting or diarrhea have subsided
for 24 hours
• Medication (in the case of antibiotics)
have been taken for 24 hours
• Rash shows no discharge
• They have energy for full participation
• Cold symptoms are decreasing
• Masks may be worn in school for students
with coughs or runny noses.
• Slight coughs and runny noses are very
common and do not, in themselves,
dictate that a child stays at home.
• Keep in mind that fresh air is invigorating
and does not cause illness, germs do! In
fact, active play often helps to clear
clogged lungs and sinuses and to raise a
child’s spirits.
Head Lice
Adult Head Lice are grey or brown,
wingless insects approximately 1/8 inch in
length. Adult females lay eggs (Nits) by
gluing them to the hairs near the base. Lice
do not fly or jump and can be detected by
parting the hair and examining near the
scalp; most commonly found near the ears
and back of the neck. Children ages 3 to
11-years old are at the highest risk for Head
Lice infestation.
When a child is found with Head Lice,
parents will be notified immediately, and the
child will need to be picked up from the
School Office. At that time, a specific letter
will go home with the child regarding
procedures for treatment. In addition, a
confidential notification will be sent out to
classmates explaining the possibility of
exposure to Head Lice and some
precautionary procedures. Treatment for
Head Lice is necessary for children
diagnosed with an active infestation. All
household members and other close
contacts should be checked; those persons
with evidence of an active infestation
should be treated as well.
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LBA has a “No-Nit” policy regarding Head
Lice. Children determined to have Head
Lice, either by the school or diagnosed at
home by the parent, will not be allowed to
return to school until a minimum of 24 hours
after their first treatment. Upon return to
school, the child is required to come to the
School Office to be checked by School
Personnel before being allowed to return to
class.

food allergies and make a conscientious
effort to make sure that your child is not
exposed to anything that would cause an
allergic reaction.
COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

When notified, by a parent, that a child has
Head Lice, the following is a list of
classroom treatment measures followed by
Teachers in the room where the student
attends:

If your child has been exposed to a
communicable disease, it is very important
to notify the School Office ASAP. If there is
any possibility that a child was exposed
while at preschool, we will send a
confidential notification to parents with the
date of the possible exposure and the
condition, along with a list of general
symptoms to look for in your child.

• Dress-up clothing, pillows, and other
items that the infested person used during
the two days before treatment, are
machine washed and dried using the hot
water (130◦F) laundry cycle and the
highest heat drying cycle.

Before returning to school after an absence
due to illness, the child needs to have been
free of symptoms and/or fever for at least
24 hours. Some illnesses and/or lingering
symptoms may require a release note from
your physician.

• Hats, scarves, gloves, non-washable
clothing, stuffed animals, “Reading
Center” pillows, and any other nonwashable cloth items, are sealed in a
plastic bag and then stored for two weeks.

Any medication(s) your child might need to
have administered while at school, i.e.
inhaler, EPI Pen, Benadryl, EVEN
sunscreen, etc. is to be secured through the
School Office prior to the date given as
there is necessary paperwork to be
completed. No medication is to be given to
the Teacher or sent with your child to
school.

• Floors and furniture are vacuumed,
particularly where the infested person sat
or lay. However, the risk of being infested
by a louse is very small. Head Lice
survive less than 1-2 days if they fall off a
person and cannot feed; nits cannot hatch
and usually die within a week if they are
not at the same temperature as found
close to the human scalp.
Fumigant sprays are not used in the
classroom, as they can be toxic if inhaled or
absorbed through the skin.
ALLERGIES
Please make sure the School Office is
notified of any type of allergies that your
child is susceptible to, especially any type
of food allergy. We do our best to monitor
LBA 17/18 Handbook
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YOUR CHILD WILL NOT BE ADMITTED TO CLASS IF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING
SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS ARE PRESENT
Cold and/or Flu

Fever and/or Sore Throat

Runny Nose With Thick and/or Colored
Secretions

Watery and/or Inflamed Eyes

Conjunctivitis (Pink Eye)

Ear Ache

Constant Cough

Diarrhea and/or Nausea

Marked Drowsiness and/or Dizziness

Draining Sores, Burns, and/or
Abscess

Rash

Head Lice or Nits (See Next
Section)

The following is a breakdown of many of the common communicable diseases preschoolers
may come in contact with, and general guidelines regarding these diseases:
DISEASE

Chickenpox

Measles
(Rubeola)

INCUBATIO
N PERIOD

CONTAGIOUS
PERIOD

EXCLUSION
FROM
SYMPTOMS
SCHOOL

2-3 Weeks/
Commonly
13-17 days.

As long as 5
days, usually
1-2 days prior to
eruption of first
vesicles & not
more than 5
days after
eruption of first
vesicles.

5-7 days
after first
vesicles
appear &
until vesicles
become dry
& scabbed
over.

10-14 Days

Measles (Rubella/
14-23 Days
German)
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Slight fever,
crops of red,
raised type
eruptions that
change to
vesicles & then
form scabs.

About 1 week
4 days after
before & 4 days
onset of
after onset of
rash.
rash.

3-4 days of
cough, varying
degrees of
fever, redraised rash that
becomes
blotchy,
Conjunctivitis &
sensitivity to
light

During the
acute stage of
illness. Virus
may remain

Fine pink rash,
enlarged glands
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7 days after
onset of
rash.
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behind ears &
back of neck, &
slight fever.

in stool for 2-3
weeks.
During the
acute stage of
illness. If child
has lesions not
accompanied
with symptoms
of acute illness,
there are no
restrictions.

Fever, malaise,
sore mouth or
throat, not
eating well.
Lesions in
mouth, on
palms, fingers,
and/or soles of
feet.

4-48 hrs. after
appropriate
treatment
starts.

During Acute
Illness

Redness of
cheeks (as in
slapped face),
lacy-like rash on
trunk &
extremities,
which fades but
may recur with
exposure to
sun/heat.

48 Hours after
treatment
starts.

Begins with
blister-like
eruptionsBecomes
48 Hours after
pustular in
treatment starts.
appearance Y
spreads. Most
commonly on
face.

Scalp 10-14
Days/ Body
4-10 Days

During course
of active
infection.

After treatment
starts. Active
lesions s/b
covered with
clothing, if
possible.

Lesions tend to
be circular with
central healing.
On scalp, there
tends to be hair
loss.

1-3 Days

From onset of
illness until
24-48 hours
after treatment
begins.

48 hours after
antibiotic
treatment
started & until
fever gone.

Fever, sore
throat, and/or
swollen/sore
neck glands.
Sandpaper-type
rash with
Scarlet Fever.

Hand/Foot/
Mouth
Disease
(Coxsackie
Virus)

Fifth
Disease

Impetigo

Ringworm

Strep
Throat/
Scarlet
Fever

3-5 Days

4-20 Days

1-3 Days with
Streptococcal,
4-10 Days with
Staphylococcal

Greatest before
onset of rash &
probably not
communicable
after onset of
rash.

Prescription Medicines
• Medicines should only be brought to
school when essential (where it would be
detrimental to the child’s health if the
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medicine were not administered during
the school day);
• All medicines should be taken directly to
the school office by a responsible adult;
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•
•
•

•

Medicines will only be accepted in the
original container as dispensed by a
pharmacist and with the prescriber’s
instructions for administration;
Medicine should be clearly marked with
the child’s name;
The appropriate dosage spoon should be
included with all medicines sent to school
Any medicine administered will be
recorded by the staff member in the ”LBA
Daily Medication Log” in the Principal’s
Office;
Medicines will only be accepted for
administration in school with written
permission from a parent or caregiver.

Non-prescription medicines
• We will also administer non-prescription
medicines if necessary. They must also be
handed in at the office by a responsible
adult and they will not be given to children
without prior written permission from
parents as above; -They should be clearly
marked
with the child’s name;
• Children must not carry medicines
themselves for self-administration during
the day. The medicine must be collected
from the office and taken under the
supervision of an adult.
• Any non-prescription medicine
administered will also be recorded in the
“LBA Daily Medication Log” in the
Assistant Principal’s office.
• We will not give paracetamol or ibuprofen
routinely as their primary use is to control
raised temperature for which a child
should be at home; Cough sweets, or
cough lozenges, may be taken in school
ONLY when administered by staff.
Managing medicines on School Trips:
On school outings/field trips, it is the
parent’s responsibility to make
arrangements for the teacher to bring
necessary medicines on the outing. It is
then the teacher who is responsible for
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taking the class medicine (e.g. asthma
pump, Epi-pen, enzymes, eczema cream)
with them. The teacher may agree to take
temporary responsibility for administering
medicine e.g. antibiotics following the
above procedure.
Parent’s Responsibility
In most cases, parents will administer
medicines to their children themselves out
of school hours, but where this is not
possible, parents of children in need of
medication must ensure that the school is
accurately advised about the medication, its
usage and administration. Parents must
complete the “Medication Dispersement”
agreement form found on our website, and
kept in the office before a medicine can be
administered by staff;
Note: Primary school children may be able
to manage their own medication under adult
supervision but again, only with parental
agreement given through the appropriate
paperwork as stated above; Parents are
responsible for ensuring that all medication
kept in school e.g. asthma pumps, Epipens, are kept up to date; Parents are
responsible for notifying the school if there
is a change in circumstances e.g. if a child
is deemed to be no longer asthmatic.
Long Term and complex needs: Where a
child has significant or complex health
needs, parents should give full details on
entry to school or as the child first develops
a medical need. Where appropriate, a
health care plan may be put in place
involving the parents and relevant health
care professionals.
Safe Storage of Medicines
• The school is responsible for ensuring
that all medicines are stored safely;
• Medicines should be stored in the
supplied container, clearly marked with
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the child’s name, dose and frequency of
administration;
• Medicines are stored in the school office
under adult supervision;
• No medicine is kept in a locked cupboard
to ensure swift and easy access; when
medicines need to be refrigerated, they
will be kept in the staff fridge
16. HOMEWORK POLICY
• Homework shall be an extension or
reinforcement of what is being taught in
the classroom and shall be considered an
integral part of the student’s performance
for the class.
• Each teacher shall give clearly stated
directions and expectations for homework
to students and update web-site daily to
inform parents and students of required
homework. It is the responsibility of
students/parents to check the
HOMEWORK LOG daily.
• Students shall be responsible for knowing
their homework assignments, for taking
home the materials necessary for
completing their work and for handing in
completed homework on time that is neat
and legible. Homework not turned in will
be considered late.
• Parents MUST check that homework is
completed and can guide students, but
must not complete any work for students.
• The amount of time and degree of
difficulty will vary from grade to grade and
for various subjects. Each teacher will
determine the nature and amount of
homework for students. The approximate
number of minutes per evening is to be
used as guidelines.
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6/7/8

…………….
…………….
…………….
…………….
…………….
…………….
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20 minutes
30 minutes
40 minutes
50 minutes
60 minutes
70 minutes

17. IMMUNIZATION FORMS
Updated Immunization forms need to be on
file for all full and part time students. Please
turn into homeroom/class teachers when
school starts
18. INTERVENTION POLICY
• teacher identifies student using our
developed form
• administration reviews form places child
in a leveled tier 1, 2, or 3
• action plan is created by a joint team of
teacher and administration (teacher
documentation of plan)
• admin discusses child’s intervention plan
parents are notified of concern according
to child’s tier level
• reviewed quarterly, modified if needed
and saved in child’s file
Students at LBA may receive additional
support in the regular classroom for study
skills deficiencies and behavioral concerns
that significantly impact their classroom
functioning or school performance. Support
in Academic or Behavioral Intervention
could include any of the following:
organization of materials and work, time
management, homework consistency, study
strategies, note taking skills, planning and
executing long term projects, review of
specific concepts taught in class, agitative/
aggressive child, unmotivated child etc.
Students are assigned to Academic
Intervention as a tiered intervention.
Steps to identifying a child with an
academic, social or behavioral concern:
• teacher identifies student using our
developed form (form was provided to
teacher in their BACK TO SCHOOL
FOLDER).
• administration reviews form places child in
a leveled tier 1, 2, or 3
• action plan is created by a joint team of
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teacher and administration (teacher
documentation of plan)
• admin discusses child’s intervention plan
parents are notified of concern according
to child’s tier level reviewed quarterly,
modified if needed and save in child’s file
Tier 3 Customized support for “at- high-risk”
students
Tier 2 Strategic intervention for students
“at-risk” of failure; supplemental support
with increased time and intensity
Tier 1 Intervention for students by
differentiating instruction
• reviewed quarterly, modified if needed
and save in child’s file
19. ITBS - Iowa Test of Basic Skills
Grades 1-8 will take a standardized test in
the spring of the year. Tests are graded by
an outside source and results are shared
with parents in June. A copy of test scores
and what they mean will be included in the
year-end report card issued in June.
20. NEWS & NOTICES
• School news is available on the LBA
website, weekly newsletter e-mailed and
posted on we-chat. Please check we-chat
and email daily. Each family with students
in 1-8 will be given a password to access
the Quick schools web site.
• Periodically sheets of paper will be sent
home letting you know what papers your
student is missing. We try to take care of
this in class, but when it becomes a
problem, a note will be sent home for you
to sign and send back.
• Teachers are happy to meet with you
during the school year. Please contact
them to make an appointment. By making
an appointment they will be better
prepared to address your questions,
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comments and concerns. Contact details
and appointment times will be posted on
each class’s web site.
• We chat is a wonderful and useful way for
LBA to spread information to parents. It is
not to be used to berate, slander or belittle
any parent, teacher or child. If a parent
has a grievance with the school, teacher
or a classmate, they are asked to contact
the teacher or Principal directly. Parents
who do not follow these guidelines will be
blocked from using the We-Chat until they
meet with the Principal.
21. PARENTS
ACTIVE PARENTS
LBA Active Parents Committee consists of:
Chairman - School Director
Vice Chairman - Principal
Parent Lead Coordinator
Parent Assistant Coordinator
4 Parent members
Room Parents
The LBA Active Parent Committee exists to
provide parents and guardians a voice in
educational decision-making and to allow
LBA families to be increasingly
knowledgeable with respect to school
programs.
• LBA Administration annually selects a
committee of parents, in September, to
represent all parents and guardians of
currently enrolled students. This
committee meets all most ever month
throughout the school year to consult with
Administration on school matters.
• Each committee member is required to
commit to serve for a school year, as long
as their student is enrolled in one of LBA’s
programs, and asked to attend all regular
scheduled meetings.
• A committee member's term can be
renewed at the completion of the school
year.
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PARENTAL REQUESTS for teachers for
upcoming school years:
Parents need to understand that as LBA
employs international teachers, it is more
than likely that your child will NOT have the
same teacher year after year. Our teachers
are employed as year level teachers and do
not typically move up with the students.
Most of our teachers are on a timed
contract and some may leave after they
have completed that contract.
• Parents must understand that although
such requests are flattering to the teacher
they are very rarely the basis for our
staffing decisions.
• Selecting what teacher will teach which
class or subject is based on teacher
credentials, past teaching experience,
availability of teachers, and overall school
needs.
• We value the love and care that families
express towards our teachers but ask that
they see this as a community of classes
and not just a single classroom.
Parental requests for students to be put into
a certain class or to be switched to a certain
class will be considered, but rarely granted.
• Parents need to trust that LBA teachers
and administrators know what is best for
their child while they are at school. We
understand the need and want of familiar
surroundings and friends, however there
are times when a change in these familiar
surroundings is the best thing
academically for your child.
• Positive parental reinforcement of these
changes lessens the effect on the student.
• Class lists are not available until the first
day of school as we will still be accepting
students and this may alter the make up
of some classes.
22. PEACEMAKERS
LBA has been working on a conflict
resolution plan to be used with students,
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parents and teachers. This addition of this
policy will help everyone deal with conflict,
move past the conflict and begin to heal.
This policy will be discussed more in Active
Parent meetings.
Through forgiveness we can tear down the
walls that our mistakes have built, and open
the way for a renewed relationships. This is
exactly what we must do if we are to forgive
as we have been forgiven: We must release
the person who has wronged us from the
penalty of being separated from us. We
must not hold wrongs against others, not
think about the wrongs, and not punish
others for them. Therefore, forgiveness may
be described as a decision to make four
promises:
• “I will not dwell on this incident.”
• “I will not bring up this incident again
and use it against you.”
• “I will not talk to others about this
incident.”
• “I will not let this incident stand between
us or hinder our personal
relationship.”
By making and keeping these promises,
you can tear down the walls that stand
between you and your offender. You
promise not to dwell on or brood over the
problem or to punish by holding the person
at a distance. You clear the way for your
relationship to develop unhindered by
memories of past wrongs. This is exactly
what has been done for us, and it is what
we are called to do for others.
23. RE-ENROLLMENT SEAT SECURITY
FEE POLICY
To insure that your child has a seat for the
next school year LBA requires a 10,000
RMB “Seat Security” fee to be paid by
every student accepted for admission in
order to secure that student’s seat in a
particular class.
• Procedure for current LBA students: Each
spring current LBA students will be
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required to pay the “Seat Security” fee
before April 1st to secure their seat for the
following school year.
• The current year’s S.S. fee will be
credited to the 2nd semester’s tuition
payment of that year. NO refunds of the
following year’s S.S. fee will be given after
the last day of classes in the current
school year as this 10,000 RMB serves as
a deposit and guarantee for LBA that said
student fully intends to occupy the seat
secured for them.
24. REPORT CARDS
Grades/Report Cards/Standardized Test
• Grades are based on class work,
homework, quizzes, tests, projects, and
participation. Most grades will be updated
on Fridays. Teachers can give unofficial
grades whenever a parent requests them
and the grades are up-to-date as to
what’s in the grade book, not necessarily
everything we’ve completed in class,
participation points, etc.
• Please contact your child’s teacher as
soon as possible if you have concerns
about your child’s progress. Report cards
will be issued four times a year at the end
of each quarter.
• Grades can always be accessed on Quick
schools for students 1-8th grade and are
updated weekly by the class teacher.
• Report cards will be sent by email, a hard
copy may be requested.
• The grading scale for students in LBA is
as follows:
STANDARDS BASED GRADING SCALE
GRADES 1 & 2
3- MEETS STANDARD
2- APPROACHING STANDARD
1- NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
0- BELOW STANDARD
GRADES 3 -8
Grading scale
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100
93
90
87
83
80
77

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

100
99
92
89
86
82
79

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

A+
A
AB+
B
BC+

25. SECURITY
LBA believes that the safety and security of
our students is of utmost importance. To
ensure that the school facility remains as
such, the following policy regarding school
visitors has been implemented.
• All visitors entering LBA will be required to
report to front desk.
• Visitors will be required to communicate
their visit’s purpose to front desk
attendant
• Visitors must sign in on school’s “Visitor
Log” and will be issued a “Visitor badge”
which must be worn during the entire
duration of their visit.
• Visitor’s badge must be returned to the
front desk upon departure.
• LBA staff reserves the right to question
any visitor to the school.
Lost or Stolen Property
• LBA strives to be a safe, secure
environment. This policy provides
guidelines to ensure that students’ and
staff misplaced property will be handled in
a consistent, secure manner.
• Found Property guidelines
• Items found on school premises must be
turned in to School Office immediately.
• Unclaimed items of negligible resale value
will be donated to a charitable
organization, or destroyed
• Books and other items with markings
belonging to other institutions will be
returned in a reasonable time, or the
institution will be contacted.
• Items of security concern will be disposed
of appropriately and securely:
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• Credit and debit cards - a phone call will
be made to the issuing institution and the
card will be destroyed within 24 hours
• Driver’s licenses, ID’s and keys-if
unclaimed within 30 days will be
destroyed
Possible Theft
• If suspicion arises regarding an item being
stolen, LBA administration and staff will be
notified and called in to negotiate claims
and conversations between the 2 parties
involved. Innocence will be assumed until
fact proves otherwise.
• If a party is found guilty of stealing
property, the stolen item will be returned
to the owner immediately, parents will be
called in for a parent meeting and
appropriate consequences will be taken
with the guilty party.
• All proceedings will be considered highly
confidential
26. SNACKS AT SCHOOL
• Each morning we will have a snack time.
It is in your child’s best interest to bring a
snack and a water bottle each day to
school. There are a few guidelines for
snack time we would like to mention.
• HEALTHY SNACKS ONLY PLEASE...
Please try to send fruit, crackers, or a
granola bar with your child instead of
chips, candy, fruit roll-ups, etc.
• Snacks will be taken away if they are
distracting during other times of the day.
Please remind your child to be
responsible and leave their snack in their
backpack until snack time.
• The classroom teacher may implement
additional rules about snack time.
• Thank you for helping your child is
successful at school by providing a snack
and reminding them to bring water bottle
every day to school. If you would like to
donate a box of crackers or other healthy
snacks to our “forgotten snack” box,
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please feel free to send them with your
child.
27. STUDENT SUPPLIES FEE
• All items needed by students are
purchased in bulk and distributed to
classrooms at the beginning of each
semester. This is to insure that students
have the proper items at the proper time
and that the teacher’s needs and wants
for students are carried out in a timely
manner. Parents should only have to
purchase a backpack and pencil case for
their child to begin school. ----Occasionally throughout the year a
teacher may ask for additional funds or
items from home to make a special
project, please support the teachers by
providing these items.
• Middle School & High School students will
need to bring their own computer and/or
iPad to school everyday.
• Middle School & High School students
need to bring a scientific calculator to
math class each day. They may not use
the calculator on their phone it must be a
separate device.
28. TARDY POLICY
• Our rational at LBA is that students benefit
greatly by being in class and being there
on time. Arriving late to class means
missing out on valuable instructional time
and, it creates a disturbance to the
classroom. In order to encourage families
to arrive on time LBA has created this
“Tardy” policy.
• If your child arrives tardy to school, which
is any time past 8:00, your child will be
asked to wait in the front classroom until
the Principal is available to come and
issue a tardy slip. After the student
receives a tardy slip they may proceed to
their classroom.
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• BEING ON TIME SHOWS YOUR
RESPECT FOR YOUR SCHOOL, YOUR
CLASSMATES AND YOUR TEACHER!
• EXCESSIVE TARDINESS POLICY:
• The Principal will deal with excessive
student tardiness on a case-by-case
basis.
29. TECHNOLOGY USE
• Teachers and Students at Learning
Beyond Academy are encouraged to use
technology in a variety of ways to support
their individual learning styles and to
express their creative talents.
• The use of technology at Learning
Beyond Academy is a privilege not to be
abused. The school’s technology policy
applies to all authorized users who access
the school’s network or equipment using
school-owned or personally owned
equipment, including wireless devices.
Purpose
• The technology resources at Learning
Beyond Academy are provided to support
the educational and administrative
activities of the school and should be
used for those purposes. Use is a
privilege, not a right.
• Use should always be legal, ethical and
consistent with the school's Mission
Statement, its Standards of Conduct
Policy, and its general standards for
community behavior.
• Incidental personal use of the school's
technology resources must be academic
in nature, must be authorized by staff, and
must not violate other school policies or
Standards of Conduct.
• Except as authorized by the school, use
of the school’s technology resources or
data for personal business, for political
campaigning or for commercial purposes
is prohibited.
Authorized Use
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• An authorized user is any person who has
been granted authority by the school’s
technology center to access its
computing, network and telephone
systems and whose usage complies with
this policy.
• Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. By
accessing the school’s network using
school-owned or personally-owned
equipment, you have consented to the
school’s exercise of its authority and
rights as set out in this policy with respect
to any such equipment, as well as with
respect to any information or
communication stored or transmitted over
such equipment.
• Faculty, staff and students are provided
with e-mail accounts, network accounts
and Internet access.
• Whenever a user ceases being a member
of the school community or if such user is
assigned a new position and/or
responsibilities, use of technology
resources for which he or she is not
authorized in his or her new position or
circumstances shall cease.
Privacy Expectations
• The school’s network resources, including
all telephone and data lines, are the
property of the school. The school
reserves the right to access, view or
monitor any information or communication
stored on or transmitted over the network,
or on or over equipment that has been
used to access the school’s network, and
it may be required by law to allow third
parties to do so. Electronic data may
become evidence in legal proceedings. In
addition, others may inadvertently view
messages or data as a result of routine
system maintenance and monitoring or
mis-delivery.
• Users must recognize that there is no
guarantee of privacy associated with their
use of school technology resources.
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Users should not expect that e-mail, voice
mail or other information created or
maintained in the system (even when
marked “personal” or “confidential”) are
private, confidential or secure.
Responsible Use
• No user may act in ways that invade the
privacy of others, are unethical or fail to
comply with all legal restrictions regarding
the use of electronic data. All users must
also recognize and not violate the
intellectual property rights of others.
• All users must maintain the confidentiality
of student information in compliance with
federal and state law.
• Disclosing and/or gossiping about
confidential or proprietary information
related to Learning Beyond Academy,
making public remarks that defame or
disparage the school, its personnel, its
students or its interests (including but not
limited to via e-mail, voice mail, Internet
instant messaging, chat rooms, Web
pages or Web sites), or that recklessly
disregards or distorts the truth of the
matters commented on, is prohibited.
• All users must refrain from acts that waste
school technology resources or prevent
others from using them. Users will not
access, modify or delete others’ files or
system settings without express
permission. Tampering of any kind is
strictly forbidden. Deliberate attempts to
tamper with or degrade the performance
of a school computer system, telephone
system or network, or to deprive
authorized users of access to or use of
such resources, are prohibited.
E-mail
• Students may not send broadcast e-mail
without prior permission from Learning
Beyond Academy staff.
• Users are responsible for both the content
and possible effects of their messages on
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the network. Prohibited activity includes,
but is not limited to, creating or
propagating viruses, material in any form
(text, sound, pictures or video) that
reflects adversely on the school, “chain
letters” (which proffer incentives to relay
them to others), inappropriate messages
(including discriminatory or harassing
material), and billable services.
• Altering electronic communications to hide
your identity or impersonate another
person is considered forgery and is
prohibited.
• Users will abide by all copyright,
trademark, patent and other laws
governing intellectual property. No
software may be installed, except as
permitted by applicable law or school
administration, copied or used on school
equipment except as permitted by law. All
software license provisions must be
strictly adhered to.
Inappropriate Materials
• The school prohibits faculty, staff and
students from keeping pornography in any
form at school, including, but not limited
to, magazines, posters, videos, electronic
files or other electronic materials.
• Accessing the school’s network or
equipment to create, access, download,
edit, view, store, send or print materials
that are illegal, offensive, harassing,
intimidating, discriminatory, sexually
explicit or graphic, pornographic, obscene
or otherwise inconsistent with the values
and general standards for community
behavior of the school is prohibited.
• The school will respond to complaint of
harassing or discriminatory use of its
technology resources in accordance with
its other listed policies. These provisions
are not intended to prohibit an authorized
user from carrying out his or her assigned
educational, employment or administrative
function.
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Internet Security
• Each user is responsible for the security
and integrity of information stored on his
or her computer or voice mail system.
Computer accounts, passwords, security
codes and other types of authorization are
assigned to individual users and must not
be shared with or used by others.
Learning Beyond Academy, at its sole
discretion, reserves the right to bypass
such passwords and to access, view or
monitor its systems and all of their
contents. By accessing the school’s
system, you have consented to the
school’s right to monitor its system and all
of their contents.
• Removing or relocating school-owned
technology resources require prior
authorization from the School Director.
• Users may not attempt to circumvent or
subvert the security provisions of any
other system.
30. UNIFORM POLICY:
LBA does require all students to wear the
assigned uniform every day:
• The s
• chool shirt- these may be purchased for
4th floor LBA reception desk.
• Khaki bottoms/nice pair of jeans- these
need to be sourced on your own.
• Sensible closed toed shoes/ sports shoes
on PE Days
• Uniform shirts must be worn each day to
school.
If a child does not wear their uniform to
school the following action will be taken:
• 1st time not wearing their uniform- a hand
written note will be set home.
• 2nd time not wearing their uniform- a
phone call from the assistant principal,
asking the parent why the uniform is not
being worn to school
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• 3rd time not wearing their uniform-a new
uniform shirt will be issued to the student
and the parent will be billed for the new
shirt
• Khaki pants/shorts /skorts or a skirt with
shorts worn underneath will now be part
of the school uniform. Shorts/skorts or
skirts must be fingertip length.
• If you have not bought the new khaki
pants/shorts yet an alternative for the first
few weeks of school could be a nice pair
of jean pants, please make sure they
have no rips, holes or frays.
• Sport shoes must be worn on PE days!
On all other school days flat sensible
shoes with closed toes should be worn for
both boys and girls. Please, no heels in
school.
Friday’s Dress To Care Day
• Students are allowed to wear their own
clothes on Fridays if they bring in a 20rmb
or more donation. All proceeds go directly
to the Shanghai Healing Home to care for
the BABIES. This is an excellent
opportunity for parents to talk to their
children about caring for those children
who are less fortunate. Even on this
special day it is important to follow all
dress codes set down by LBA and be
mindful of PE classes. If a Field Trip is
scheduled on a Friday, students will be
required to wear their LBA school shirt for
safety reasons.
31. VISITOR BADGE
Any person doing business with the school
or volunteering at the school must go to the
4th floor reception desk. At the desk they
will be asked to sign our visitor log and and
receive a visitor badge. This badge must
be worn at all times while visiting the
school.
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32. VOLUNTEERING
LBA enjoys and encourages support from
our parent community. Parental
involvement enhances the effectiveness of
our program and strengthens the bond
between home and school. There are many
opportunities to serve one time of to
become a regularly scheduled volunteer.
Areas for you to considering serving in:
• Active Parents
• Substitute teaching
• Events organization and day of support
• Field trips
• Office aide
• Class parties
• Room parent
• and many other opportunities…

• Final grades and documents will be given
to family once all fees and documents
have been satisfied.
• High school students may have additional
steps to take to withdraw from Keystone
courses.

To become a volunteer: Fill out our
volunteer form found in the office, wear
your visitor badge and have fun serving.
33. WITHDRAWAL POLICY
In the event of a student withdrawal from
LBA the following procedures will be
required:
• Notification from family of intended
withdrawal through an
Official “withdrawal letter” sent from family
to the Admission Office:
admissions@charitydreamshanghai.cn
• Upon receipt of the withdrawal letter it will
be filed into student file.
• Administration will notify classroom
teacher, school accountant and other
pertinent staff of withdrawal.
• Teacher will then contact student’s family
about what is needed for exit from
classroom.
• Administration will notify family of any
additional information needed for exit from
school database.
• School Accountant will send final invoice
to family.
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PRESCHOOL
(Policies in the General Information
section apply to all programs)

We are so honored that you have chosen to
entrust LBA with your child’s education. In
this manual we have provided some basic
facts to help your transitions into LBA
Preschool a smooth one.
BASIC FACTS
We have 8 different classes at 3 levels in
our preschool: 3 prekindergarten for 4 years
old (PK4) all day, 3 prekindergarten for 3
years old (PK3) all day, and 2
Prekindergarten for 2 years old, half day.
Each class has a head teacher and a
teacher assistant dedicated to that
classroom.
SCHOOL HOURS FOR PK3 &PK4:
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00AM-3:00PM
Arriving at school on time is a very
important skill to instill in your child. It
shows a respect for learning, for their fellow
students and for their teacher. Please
arrive at school before 8:30. Drop off time
starts at 7:55AM. If you are later then 8:35
you must report to the 4th floor where you
will be issued a tardy slip and escorted
back to the 2nd floor. Please DO NOT ring
the bell; teachers are not permitted to open
the door for late students after 8:35.
No students will be admitted to school after
9:30 am.
PICK UP TIME 2:50-3:05
Students need to picked up on time also we
are happy to give you at 15 minute grace
period each day to pick up your child,
beyond that please call and inform the
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school of how late you will be and why you
are late. A monetary charge may be added
to your school tuition for habitual offenders.
PK2
AM class 8:00AM-11:00AM & PM class
12:00NN-3:00PM
FULL DAY CLASS 8:00AM-3:00PM
AM CLASS
Drop off - 7:55-8:35AM
Pick up 10:50-11:05
PM CLASS
Drop off - 11:50-12:35
Pick up - 2:50-3:05
FULL DAY
Drop off - 7:55-8:35
Pick up - 2:50-3:05

Please observe above rules for drop off and
pick up of students. Please be on time to
drop off and pick your children. If you will
be late please contact the teacher
immediately.
Parents of PK2 students are allowed into
the hallway at drop off and pick up time.
Upon entering the hallway please bring
your child to the bathroom and make sure
they have washed their hands. Please
bring them back to the classroom and see
that they put on their slippers and place
their water bottle in the room. Turn them
over to preschool staff and leave the
hallway. The longer you stay the longer
they may cry.
PRESCHOOL ARRIVAL/ DEPARTURE
Parents may bring their child to the
bathroom, if necessary, we ask that parents
DO NOT enter the classroom and leave the
hallway as soon as possible.
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• LATE ARRIVALS: To ensure the safety of
the school, and the consistency and
quality of LBA’s preschool program all
preschool students who arrive for daily
classes after 8:35 a.m. shall report directly
to the school’s reception desk on the 4th
floor. At that time reception desk
personnel will escort the student to their
classroom.
• PICK-UP: All a parents are asked to wait
in the foyer/lobby of the preschool and
your child will be brought to you. We ask
that you do not enter the hallway when
picking up your child. This is to ensure
the safety of all students in the preschool.
Adult picking up the student MUST have
the student ID card with them. Please
inform the school if you will be late picking
your child up. There is a 50rmb fee for
students picked up after 3:30 p.m.
• EARLY PICK-UP: Any child checked out
early from a LBA program early, will not
be permitted back into school on that
same day. This is to avoid disruption to
the classes in session.
• If you need to speak to your child’s
teacher please make an appointment with
them, as they are very busy with
afterschool activities. Teachers are
available to meet with parents after 3:15
most days of the week.
Dress & Backpacks
• Children should wear casual, comfortable
clothing suitable for the weather so that
they can work and play in complete
comfort and a LBA uniform shirt. All
removable clothing should be clearly
labeled with the child’s name. Also be
aware that we will be using clay, glue,
paint, etc.
• Your child will be bringing papers home
from school that he/she would
like to
share with you. Please be sure to check
backpacks each day
because
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important notices from the office or our
own classroom may
be sent home
with your child. All backpacks should be a
reasonable size
and should be
labeled with your child’s name.
• Your child should wear closed shoes like
tennis shoes. They should be
able to
complete gross motor activities safely and
travel the hallways and transition to
different classes.

CURRICULUM
LBA has a blended learning atmosphere for
PK3 & PK4 classes. We use a combination
of academic and center based learning
activities to establish and promote our
character development programs. Your
child will be able to pick the activity they are
most interested in. They will join other PK3
and PK4 students in other classroom for
their chosen activity.
Children participate in a variety of activities
including but not limited to the following:
Learning Centers - These are areas set up
by teachers and students and are changed
monthly to fit the theme for the month.
Learning centers have activities that are
suggested either by written or verbal cues
from the teacher or can be developed daily
by the children. Materials and equipment in
each area are displayed in a manner that
promotes individual and independent play.
Often, problems are presented for children
to solve for creative and cooperative
problem solving sessions.
Practical Life - All children are encouraged
to behave independently according to their
individual development level. The staff
encourage children to problem solve
creatively, to learn to accept and appreciate
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diversity, and negotiate for what they want
when it is in conflict with another’s desires.
Staff will assist children in areas of practical
life and self-help skill development by
providing activities that encourage using
undeveloped skills. The goal for children of
all ages is to promote positive self-esteem
and competence. Whether buttoning,
pouring, folding, preparing food, or cleaning
a table, children experience real life
situations and activities that encourage
them to expand their independence.
Monthly Themes - The program has
general monthly themes that are
established and coordinated center wide
from infants to school age, designed to
promote developmental skills, and to enrich
all children’s understanding of their world.
The themes have educational, social,
cultural, and emotional value.
Circle Time – Circle time provides the
children with the opportunity to interact with
each other as a group. During this time, we
will learn calendar skills, weather skills, sing
songs, play games, read stories and learn
about each other. During this time, the
teacher will prepare children for the day and
review the letter, number, theme, and color
of the week.
Arts and Crafts – The majority of our
projects are focused around the holidays
and theme units. Arts and Crafts projects
stimulate a child’s mind to be creative.
These activities also assist in the
development of fine and gross motor skills.
Children also achieve a sense of pride and
accomplishment through the development
of projects. Our program is filled with
hands-on learning activities as well as
open-ended art activities. Open-ended art
allows the child to explore the use of
various materials and processes and enjoy
what happens. Craft projects are designed
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to help the children develop their creativity
and the use of specific skills. Uneven or
lopsided projects are to be expected from
children of this age. The children are in the
process of learning. It is the “process not
the product” that is important. Please keep
this in mind and treat all of your children’s
projects as masterpieces!
Letters and Numbers – Children will learn to
recognize, identify, and eventually write the
numbers and letters. We will concentrate
on one letter and number each week.
During this time, many of our songs, crafts,
and games will focus on the letter and
number of the week.
Specials – Specials will include math,
science, and star of the week activities.
Math skills will focus on number
recognition, counting, sequencing, patterns,
and charts. Science will consist of simple
science experiments usually focused
around the theme of the week. Star of the
week activities will include show and tell,
ask the star, and learn about the star of the
week.
Manipulates – Manipulative develop
organizational skills like sorting, counting,
comparing, classifying, matching, and
shape recognition. Children integrate
concepts through more physical
involvement. By using more senses,
children form more associations and learn.
Sensory Experiences – Children will be
provided with a wide variety of hands on,
concrete, real world sensory experiences
appropriate for the child's age and stage of
development. They will learn about all of
their senses and how to use them.
Nap and Rest time- LBA requires that all
children rest during the day. Nap time will
be approximately 1 hour 30 minutes.
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Sleeping bags must be purchased from
LBA as these are specialty made with fire
retardant fabric. Sleeping bags will be sent
home periodically with students for
washing. Please label your child’s bag with
their name in large clear writing made with
permanent ink.
We require all LBA preschool students to
take a nap as it is necessary for their brain
development.
Kindergarten Readiness – Children will be
taught the necessary skills to ensure that
they are ready for kindergarten.
Parents are encouraged to work at home
with students on Starfall.com to aid and
support LBA learning. The program is free
for computers and available for a small fee
as an app on I-pad or I-phone.

1. I will treat you with respect, so you will
know how to treat me.
2. Feel free to do anything that doesn’t
cause a problem for anyone.
3. If you cause a problem, I will ask you to
solve it.
4. If you can’t solve the problem, or
choose not to, I will do something.
5. What I do will depend on the special
person, and the special situation.
6. If you feel something is unfair, whisper
to me “I am not sure that is fair,” and we
will talk.

Classroom rules are tailored to the
developmental level of the children, short
and simple, stated in a positive way, and
used consistently.
Discipline Procedures and Policies

PRESCHOOL DISCIPLINARY
PROCEDURES AND POLICIES
LBA is committed to working with families to
make sure that the child is given a safe and
nurturing environment. We believe that
families, hand in hand with the school, play
an important part in molding a child's
character. We ask that families be actively
involved in teaching their child of proper
behavior.
LBA will use Love and Logic approach to
discipline and will make sure the policies
are followed in order to protect the safety of
all children and staff persons. Staff shall
ensure that each child is provided with a
positive model of acceptable behavior.
Children are encouraged to practice those
skills that will allow them to resolve conflicts
and have their needs met without the use of
aggressive or destructive behavior.
This is how we run our Love and Logic
Classroom
LBA 17/18 Handbook

A very important part of preschool
experience is helping children learn how to
get along in the world, enjoy being with
other children, and follow the direction of an
adult other than their parent. A caring and
positive approach will be taken regarding
behavior management and discipline.The
teacher will focus on the positive behaviors
of the children and reinforce those
behaviors as often as possible. Our goal is
to help the children develop self-control and
responsibility for their actions.
Our discipline procedures will consist of the
following strategies:
1. Encouraging children to use their words
when having a disagreement with
another child. Facilitating children in
attempts to settle their own disputes.
2. Redirecting behavior when this seems
potentially effective.
3. Separating a child from the group - one
minute away for each year of age.
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4. Counseling children individually about
their behaviors.
5. Making parents aware of disciplinary
concerns through incident report.
Disruptive Behavior distracts from the full
benefit of the preschool program and will
result in consequences. The following
behaviors are considered disruptive:
* Requires constant attention from the staff
* Inflicts physical or emotional harm on
other children, adults, or self
* Disrespects people and materials
provided by the school
* Consistently disobeys the rules of the
classroom

* If the child’s behavior continues to be
inappropriate, and/or dangerous, it may be
necessary for the child to be sent home for
a time to be determined, or removed from
the preschool program altogether.
Children cannot become self-disciplined
unless adults teach them right from wrong.
At LBA, children will be taught the
expectations for correct behavior and
encouraged to live and act accordingly.
When children know something is wrong,
and choose to do it anyway, consequences
will follow to communicate that the behavior
is unacceptable and will not be tolerated in
the school.
Student Planner and Behavior Log

* Verbally threatens other students and/or
staff
* Uses verbal or physical activity that
diverts attention away from the group of
children
Discipline Procedures for disruptive
behavior
* Disruptive Behavior will be addressed in
an incident report. This will be completed
to document any inappropriate behaviors
that directly impact other children, staff
members, or the group as a whole. This
report will be shared with the parent and
will explain the behavior and how the
behavior has affected others. It will also
explain how the situation was resolved.
The incident report will be placed in the
child’s folder to be taken home, signed,
and returned the next day to the teacher.
* If a child has difficulty managing his/her
behavior on a recurring basis, parents will
be asked to meet with the child’s teacher
and preschool lead.
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Each student will be given their pocket
sized notebook as their planner and
behavior log. This notebook should be
taken cared of and and parents should
check this everyday for some notes the
teacher may have for the day. This
notebook will also contain the week’s
lesson targets.
BITING
While recognizing that biting is typical
behavior in a toddler and a common
occurrence within an early childhood center,
LBA has established the following list of
procedures to be followed when biting
occurs in the school setting:
When biting occurs in PK2 class:
• The child who bites is told, “No, biting
hurts!” in a firm but gentle voice.
• iTeacher administers care to the child who
has been bitten.
• The child who did the biting may be asked
to help comfort the bitten child with “gentle
touch”. Ice or cold pack is administered to
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bite area. If skin is broken the wound is
washed with soap and water and a
bandage is applied.
• The parents of both children are called
and informed of the incident. This is
confidential information-the names of
other children involved are NEVER
shared with parents. This information and
communication is recorded on the PK2
“Bite Log”.
• Monitoring of child who bit will begin,
especially during high activity times.
• If a child bites repeatedly, staff will meet
with parents of biter and discuss possible
strategies and consequences for
continued biting.

POTTY TRAINING
It is not unusual that young students will
occasionally have a “toilet accident” while at
school and we understand this. Please
keep a set of clothing including socks in
your child’s school bag. However, if a child
comes to school and is not fully into the
process of potty training and messes their
pants on a daily basis we might need to
alter their school schedule, until they are
fully trained.

When biting occurs in PK3-PK4 class
• First aid is administered to the bite and
the incident will be recorded on the PK3PK4 “Bite Log”.
• The principal will be notified as biting is
not considered a typical response from
children this age.
• Both sets of parents will be notified; all
information will remain confidential!
• Within the classroom, the teacher will use
“Love and Logic” guidelines to determine
how the incident evolved and then engage
the children in the solution. The solution
may be providing a child with the
language needed to express himself or
herself as well as establishing a clear
understanding of the boundaries of
physical and emotional safety that need to
be observed. The teacher will be certain
that both children understand the severity
of the situation.
• If biting persists within a one-week period,
the child doing the biting will be picked up
by parents and asked to remain home for
a 2-day suspension.
• If child continues to bite after suspension,
LBA may ask family to find an alternate
school for their child.
LBA 17/18 Handbook
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HIGH SCHOOL
(Policies in the General Information
section apply to all programs)

Technology
COMPUTERS

Students must provide their own laptops
and battery chargers and must make sure
all software and word processing programs
are up-to-date and compatible with the
online learning management systems.
Parents and students need to be willing to
make the necessary updates and pay for
computer support, when necessary and in a
timely manner, because not updating the
computer, browser, and programs can
cause significant hindrances to the online
work.
LBA can provide limited troubleshooting
and support; students should make
requests for technical support through the
learning coach or high school administrator.
Students may need to use an outside
company to solve larger technological
problems.
INTERNET ACCESS AND USAGE

Students must have a reliable internet
connection available at home, so they can
work on homework at night and on the
weekend.
Students should have a working VPN to
access the links given in online lessons.
The majority of the blended learning
lessons can be accessed without VPN but
the speed of access is usually faster with
VPN and some the links for homework
assignments require VPN.
LBA will provide wireless and wired
networks, but can make no guarantees
about the stability of those networks due to
outside influences.
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LBA will not guarantee VPN services for
students, but will make those available
when possible.
It is suggested that parents install a website
monitoring program, such as NetNanny, to
observe their students’ internet usage. LBA
learning coaches and administrators will
monitor and encourage students to use the
internet wisely, but ultimately it is the
student’s responsibility to manage their time
and use the internet wisely.
Students may not play video games or
watch videos or TV shows for entertainment
during school hours, including breaks.
The teachers of the blended learning
classes often provide links to YouTube
videos for supplemental material, such as
science experiments and online labs, so
students may watch those videos. Students
may watch videos on Khan Academy or
other educational websites to supplement
their learning.
Students should only use email and
messaging services for LBA and school
purposes during the school day.
Students are discouraged from using blogs,
forums, and social media sites, such as
Facebook, WeChat, QQ, and WhatsApp,
during class hours. They may check for
messages during break and recess when in
the high school classroom, but otherwise,
access to social media is limited.
Students may not stream music from online
sites, as this requires a large amount of
bandwidth.
Students may not download books, videos,
programs, etc as this requires a large
amount of bandwidth.
In accordance with LBA policies, high
school students may not use their devices
for games, videos, music, and social media
access in the hallways, cafeteria, or other
school rooms.
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CELL PHONES

Cell phones should be turned off and stored
in a bag or locker during class hours.
Students may also turn the cell phone in to
the learning coach or administrator for
safekeeping during the day.
Students may check their cell phones for
messages during break and recess.
Students may ask to take or make a phone
call, in the event of an emergency, forgotten
equipment or lesson, etc., but they must
receive permission from the learning coach
to make the call and they need to go out of
the classroom, where they will not disturb
other classes or students, to place the call.
Parents may contact the high school
administrator, in the event they need to
reach their child during the school day.
Teachers should not expect students to
respond to messages during the school
day, but may contact the high school
administrator by WeChat or email to give
messages to students.
HEAD PHONES

Students may use headphones to listen to
slideshows and presentations that are built
into the course lessons. They may use
headphones for listening practice, if they
are enrolled in a foreign language course.
Students should inform the learning coach
or administrator when they need the
headphones for course work.
Students should never assume that they
have the right to use their headphones. In
the event that a learning coach or
administrator allows a student to use
headphones to listen to music or a video, it
will be seen as a privilege that can be taken
away, if abused.
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Breaks

Students may take brief stretch and
bathroom breaks in between assignments,
but should limit these breaks to 5 minutes
per hour.
Students should respect other classmates
who are working and not distract their
classmates when they take these short
breaks.
ACCEPTABLE BREAK TIME ACTIVITIES

Students are encouraged to take nonmedia breaks, since most of their school
work is conducted online. (See the
technology guidelines for specific details.)
Per LBA policies, electronics may not be
used in the canteen or in the hallways from
7:30-4:00. High school students also need
to conform to these rules.
Students may bring in their own books,
games, or sports equipment to use during
breaks, and they assume responsibility for
these materials.
The PE Coach is willing to provide sports
equipment for students, but those materials
need to be obtained before the PE classes
start. Students may not enter the sports
storage room without direct permission.
Students should put away the sports
equipment, preferably without being asked,
before PE starts and after the lunch recess.
LUNCH AND RECESS

The high school students will eat their
lunches in the canteen and join the middle
school break time in the gym or they may
check out to go off-campus during this time.
Students may not stay in the high school
room or any other unsupervised classroom
during lunch. They may check out with the
high school administrator or learning coach
in order to go off-campus, but if they stay
on campus, they must be in one of the
areas supervised by the teacher on duty
during lunch.
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OFF CAMPUS BREAKS

During lunch and recess or any specially
approved times, students may go to nearby
stores and restaurants, if their parents have
filed a written permission form with the high
school administrator.
Students must receive permission from the
high school administrator or learning coach
every time they leave the building and
return.
Students should observe the buddy system
and only go off-campus in pairs or groups.
Students may not meet non-students offcampus during school hours.
If a student wishes to meet a parent or
teacher off-campus, they should meet the
adult in the high school area and check out
with them.
Students are expected to limit their lunch
and recess time to 12:15-12:55 and return
to the classroom on time.
FOOD AND DRINKS IN THE CLASSROOM

Students may bring in snacks to eat during
breaks, and they should be eaten at a table
on a non-carpeted surface, i.e. not on a
couch or armchair or while seated on a rug.
Students are responsible for maintaining
the cleanliness of the classroom and must
throw away trash, clean up spills, and
sweep up crumbs and take care of any
other messes.
All drinks should be in securely covered
containers. Students may bring in a
covered mug or water bottle to use for
drinks.
Students may use the coffee pot to make
tea or coffee, but they are responsible for
cleaning and maintaining the coffee pot.
Students are responsible for providing any
cups, spoons, sugar, etc. that they want for
making coffee and tea.
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Students who wish to have a party during
the school day must first obtain permission
from the high school administrator.

General Policies
ABSENCES AND TARDIES

Parents should send a message, in
advance, to the high school administrator
when a student is going to be absent.
The LBA policies for excused and
unexcused tardies and absences are in
effect for high school students.
Students may be excused from school to
attend special activities or classes offered
at another school or with a private teacher
(i.e. music lessons, sports training, etc.),
but the parent should notify the high school
administrator in writing.
If a student needs to arrange an
individualized attendance schedule,
because or recurring lessons or classes at
another school, the parents should meet
with the high school administrator before
the beginning of the school year to make
those plans.
If a student will be absent for an extended
period of time for a trip or illness, the parent
should notify the high school administrator
in writing.
UNIFORMS

Students should wear the full LBA uniform
at all times. The LBA uniform shirt should
be the base layer of clothing. If a student
wears an LBA sweatshirt, the shirt
underneath must be the LBA uniform shirt.
Students may not wear non-LBA
sweatshirts, sweaters, t-shirts, etc. over
their uniforms.
During the winter, an LBA shirt and
sweatshirt must be visible at all times; i.e.
the top layers of clothing. Sweaters and
other shirts may be layered under the
uniform shirts.
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Students who attend part-time must wear
an LBA uniform at all times. Uniforms for
other schools are not acceptable attire.
Students who do not meet the dress code
will be asked to change their clothes, buy a
new uniform, or go home to change into
uniform.
MODESTY GUIDELINES

Skirts and shorts should extend below the
tips of the fingers when standing up.
No underwear should be visible at any time.
The high school administrator reserves the
right to ask a student to change, if the outfit
is not appropriate or modest.
CARE TO WEAR

Students may participate in the “Care to
Wear” days on Fridays, if they give 20RMB
to the Shanghai Healing Home. The school
principal will collect these funds during
Friday morning assembly.

Personal Belongings

Each student will be assigned a locker.
Students may purchase a lock, but need to
give the combination to the high school
administrator, in the event we need to open
the locker when the student is not present.
Students should neaten their work areas
before lunch and completely clear away
their computers and belongings at the end
of the day. Any belongings left in the room
will be placed in lost and found and the
student will need to see the high school
administrator to retrieve the items.

Student Relationships

Because we want to encourage healthy
relationships among students and want to
minimize distractions from school work,
LBA discourages dating relationships and
will not permit students to date. This means
male and female students may not take
breaks together, go off-campus together,
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travel to other parts of the building, work
alone in a classroom together, etc.
For the safety and well-being of the
students, groups should always be of two or
three same-gendered students.
Students should refrain from physical
contact with other students, such as holding
hands, hugging, kissing, etc.
The high school administrator and learning
coach reserve the right to ask students to
refrain from activities that they deem
inappropriate.

Communication with
Parents
PROGRESS REPORTS

Progress reports will be sent home every
two weeks. Parents should sign and return
the form.
Parents may check their student’s grades at
any time using the observer account.
LBA REPORT CARDS

LBA report cards will be sent home at the
end of every grading period. Parents should
sign and return the form to the high school
administrator.
Parents may check their student’s LBA
grades at any time using the quickschools
account.

School Activities
SCHOOL PROGRAMS

LBA High school students should plan on
participating in all-school activities, such as
the Celebration of Life, the Christmas
Program, Chinese New Year, Field Day, etc.
in some way, either as technical support or
on-stage participant.
Students and teachers will work with the
high school administrator to arrange
practice times during class hours, if those
are needed.
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LBA teachers should consult with the high
school administrator about the availability of
students for help with projects before
requesting the student’s help during a class
time.
Students should check with the high school
administrator before committing to helping
with special activities that would take away
from their study time. In the event students
are behind in their courses, they may not be
able to assist with extra activities.
BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

The high school classrooms open after
assembly and close Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday at 4:00. The
classrooms close at 3:10 on Tuesday.
Occasionally teachers may stay later, but
students should not plan to continue to
work in the classrooms or practice rooms
unless they have specific permission and
supervision from a teacher.

On Friday afternoons when waiting for
Youth Group, or when waiting for a CAA
class, students should wait in the canteen.
SECOND SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

Some students are enrolled in classes or
programs through other schools and
institutions. Students who attend other
schools should:

• only access email and social media
according to the LBA guidelines.
• follow the LBA uniform policies.

Enrollment and Withdrawal

Enrollment Process
A parent needs to attend an LBA High
School Orientation. They may also attend a
general LBA orientation if they wish.
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The parent will download and fill out the
principal and English teacher
recommendation forms and turn in these
forms before the assessment meeting. A
link to these forms is available on-line. The
parent will obtain and turn in an official
transcript from the previous school; it can
be written in Chinese and translated into
English by LBA.
The student will take the assessment tests
to determine English language level and
course placement for Math and English.
Assessments include Reading
Comprehension, English pronunciation,
English Grammar, Writing, Math Level 1 or
Level 2. Additional tests for English as a
Second Language classes may be given, if
necessary.
The high school administrator or
admissions director will give the
assessments.
After the English and course levels have
been determined, the parents will be
notified of the results.
The Admissions Office will email the results
of the assessment within one week.
If continuing in the interview process, the
parents and student will be asked to
schedule an interview with the high school
administrator to discuss the goals for the
student.

• only work on coursework for LBA or
LBA online schools while at LBA.

A parent will fill out the LBA enrollment
application available online.

The Admissions Office will contact the
parent to schedule an assessment.

The Admissions office will handle the
paperwork and fees necessary for formal
acceptance.
The Admissions office will email the parents
and student to let them know if they have
passed this interview or not; the Admissions
Office will send the acceptance letter, if
applicable.
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The acceptance letter will specify the grade
level and part-time / full-time status.

withdrawing from a blended learning
course.

The Accounting office will be copied on the
acceptance letter; then they bill the parents.

Online school handbooks

The high school administrator will
communicate with the admissions office to
send transcripts (original and translated, if
necessary) from previous schools to the
blended learning partners.
The high school administrator with either
meet with or email the parents and student
to confirm the courses to enroll in.

The Keystone National High School
handbook and the Sevenstar handbook can
be made available upon request.
LBA policies follow the online school
policies. LBA will not make exceptions, give
refunds, or process transcripts in any way
that differs from the online school policies.

Course enrollment requires 7-10 business
days to process.
The high school administrator will send an
email to Admissions, Accounting, and
parents to finish the enrollment and
payment process for Keystone.
Accounting will send one invoice to the
parents with the LBA and blended learning
costs billed.
When payment is received Admissions
sends out the enrollment letter.
The high school administrator will submit
the enrollment forms and transcripts to the
online schools.
The high school administrator will
coordinate with the school principal to enroll
students in LBA courses.
WITHDRAWAL PROCESS

The parents should submit written notice to
the high school administrator and
Admissions Office at least one week before
the desired withdrawal date.
The parents should fill out an exit
questionnaire and pay any outstanding bills
before the student can be officially
withdrawn.
Blended learning courses that are inprogress will continue until the end date.
Students are responsible for finishing these
courses on their own. There is no refund for
LBA 17/18 Handbook
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ADMISSIONS,
TUITION AND FEES
POLICY

ᩇ̵ᩇᗈᩇ౼ྊ෭๗ҁ᧗݇ᥠ
ጱᩇᗈᩇਞഭ҂
2.1. ֖ᦤכᰂҁሿձኞ҂ ҆ӣ์ᒫ
ԫӻޮԲ
2.2. ᩇ҆Բ์ᒫԫӻޮԲԅᒫӞ๗̵
2.

(FOR ALL PROGRAMS)

For Incoming and Current
Students:
1. SCHOOL SEMESTER INFORMATION

1.1. LBA’s academic year is comprised
of two semesters plus a Summer Creative
Arts camp.
1.2. 1st semester typically begins on/or
around August 28th and continues through
approximately the second week of January.
(Depending on CNY dates)
1.3. 2nd Semester begins
approximately the third week of January
and continues through the third week of
June.
1.4. Creative Arts Summer Camp is a 4week long camp from the 2nd week of July
through the 1st week of August.
1. ໊๗௳מ
1.1. LBAጱଙ۱ތӷӻ๗ॕਊ྅ڠ
ᜏॕե០̶
1.2. ᒫӞ๗᭗ଉտࣁ8์28෭୮෭ᘏڹ
ݸ҅ଚ೮ᖅکଙӞ์ղጱᒫԫޮҁ໑
ഝ Ӿࢵชᜓᳵ҂̶
1.3 ᒫԫ๗य़ᕅԭӞ์ղጱᒫӣޮ
ত҅ଚ೮ᖅ์مکղጱᒫӣޮ̶
1.4. ྅ڠᜏॕե០ฎӞӻᳩᬡ4ޮጱॕե
០҅7์ᒫԫޮত೮ᖅ์كکᒫӞޮ̶
2. TUITION FEES, AND DUE DATES (see
separate fees schedule)
2.1. Seat Deposit (for current students)
- 2nd Friday of March
2.2. Tuition - 2nd Friday of May and 2nd
Friday of October for 1st and 2nd semester
respectively.
2.3. Capital Development - 2nd Friday
of May
2.4. Busing service - 2nd Friday of May
and 2nd Friday of October for 1st and 2nd
LBA 17/18 Handbook

semester respectively.
2.5. *For each semester there is an
optional donation that can be added in the
fees to go towards the sponsorship of
Shanghai Healing Home students.*
2.6. There is a sibling discount of 10%
for each additional sibling enrolled.

์܈ᒫԫӻޮԲԅᒫԫ๗
2.3. රᙙݎᩇአ҆Բ์ᒫԫӻޮԲ
2.4. ໊๐҆ۓԲ์ᒫԫӻޮԲԅᒫӞ
๗̵์܈ᒫԫӻޮԲԅᒫԫ๗
2.5. *ྯӻ๗᮷ํݢᭌೠጱॲሠ֢ԅ
ԭӤၹ܅လԏਹኞጱᩩۗҁݢ۱ࣁތ
ᩇٖ)
2.6. ํسথটጱኞဳٙ҅ྯ֖سথ
টဳٙݢՁݑ10%ጱսణ
3. ADDITIONAL FEES AND POLICIES
3.1. School Lunch
3.1.1. Lunch Payment Policy
3.1.1.1. School lunches are billed on
a semester basis.
3.1.1.2. Payments should be made
in full for the semester by the date shown in
the fee schedule.
3.1.2. Lunch Cancelation
3.1.2.1. School lunch may be
cancelled (with a pro-rated refund from the
effective date) or reinstated only on the 1st
school day of each month. Written
notification must be made ahead of time.
(Section 7)
3.1.3. Lunch Refund Policy
3.1.3.1. Holidays and Vacations:
There is no refund available of the lunch fee
for days which a student is absent for any
reason.
3.1.3.2. Withdrawal: Students who
withdraw from LBA may receive a pro-rated
refund of the lunch fee starting from the 1st
school day of the month following their
proper notification of withdrawal from LBA.
3.2. School Bus
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3.2.1. Busing is provided as an
additional service of LBA and it is not
guaranteed that there will be an available
seat or service to a specific location. Busing
routes are finalized before the start of the
school year.
3.2.2. Bus Refund Policy
3.2.2.1. School Bus payments are
made per semester
3.2.2.2. There is no refund available
of bus fees which are paid on semester
basis
3.2.3. Payment per School Year
3.2.3.1. There is no refund
available of bus fees for the 1st semester. If
the bus fee has been paid for a full school
year and the student elects not to use the
bus seat in the 2nd semester a full refund of
the 2nd semester fee is available if proper
written notice is given 30 calendar days
before the start of the 2nd semester.
3.3. CAA, ELS, and After School
Programs and Clubs
3.3.1. Fees are due before the
beginning of the class of each program to
secure a seat in that class.
3.3.2 Fees paid are non refundable but
can be used as credit to register you maybe
allowed to use towards the new class fees,
which will be decided by the on a case to
case basis.
3.3.3 CAA, ELS, ASPC and Tutoring
will be billed separately.
3.4. Special events (such as field trip)
throughout the year will be billed
appropriately.
3. ᷐क़ᩇአᒽ
3.1. ໊܌ᷧ
3.1.1. ܌ᷧ՞ᩇᒽ
3.1.1.1. ໊܌ᷧᩇአฎೲᆙ๗ᦇ
ᓒ̶
3.1.1.2. ᩇአᵱᥝೲᆙᩇአႴܔӤጱ
෭๗ྯ๗ӞེᗈႴ̶
3.1.2. ܌ᷧݐၾ
3.1.2.1. ໊܌ᷧݢզݐၾҁᭅྃᰂ᷐
ᦇᓒೲᆙኞප෭তᦇᓒ҂ᘏྯӻ์ጱ
ᒫӞӻ໊෭᯿ෛত̶ԡᶎ᭗Ꭳᶳڹ
ᭆᬡ໊ҁᥠᒫ7᮱ړ҂̶

3.1.3.1. ๗ଶғӧᓕࢩ֜ቘኧ
ኞ๚ڊଅ໊ጱᳵ໊҅ԭ܌ᷧӧԨ
ᭅ̶ྃ
3.1.3.2. ᭅғԭᭌೠLBAᭅ
ጱኞ҅܌ᷧᭅᩇጱᦇᓒ໊තکྋୗጱ
ᭅኩ᧗ݸጱᮎӻ์ጱᒫӞӻ໊෭ত̶
3.2. ໊໊
3.2.1. ໊๐ۓԅLBA᷐क़ጱ๐҅ۓಅզ
ӧᚆᏟכᇙਧጱࣈᅩտํᑮ֟ጱଷ֖ᘏ๐
̶໊ۓ᪠ᕚտࣁଙতԏڹᏟᦊ̶
3.2.2. ໊ᩇአᭅᩇᒽ
3.2.2.1. ໊ᩇአԅྯ๗ᬰᤈᗈᩇ̶
3.2.2.2. ԭྯ๗՞ᩇጱ໊ᩇአ҅
໊ӧ׀ᭅ̶ྃ
3.2.3. Ӟෆଙ՞ᩇ
3.2.3.1. ᒫӞ๗ጱ໊ᩇአဌํᭅ
̶ྃইຎ໊ᩇአฎӞෆଙӞེᗈႴ҅
ኞᭌೠᒫԫ๗ӧ൫ԙ໊Ҕํݝ୮໊
ࣁᒫԫ๗তڹ30ॠතکᛔԭኞጱԡ
ᶎᭅྃኩ᧗҅ᒫԫ๗ጱ໊ᩇአਖ਼Ԩզق
᷐ᭅ̶ྃ
3.3 ྅ڠᜏᴺ̵ԟ̵᧞ݸ
ቔקԔ᮱
3.3.1ԅԧᏟݸ᧞כቔጱ֖҅ᩇአᵱᥝ
ࣁྯӻᶱፓ᧞ᑕতڹᗈႴ̶
3.3.2૪ᗈጱᩇአӧԨᭅྃ҅֕ݢզአ
ဳٌٙ՜ෛጱݢಸݷጱ᧞ᑕҁचԭӻՈఘ٭
ᘒਧ҂̶
3.3.3 ྅ڠᜏᴺ҅ԟ̵᧞
ݸቔקԔ᮱ᩇአਖ਼տܔᇿٍڊᨴ̶ܔ
3.4 ଙٖጱᇙڦၚۖҁֺইᰀक़ᤈ҂
ᩇአਖ਼տٍڊᨴޞܔᎣኞਹᳩ̶
4. PAYMENT OPTIONS
4.1. Payment for tuition and fees may
be made by semester or by full year.
4.2. Full year tuition payments will avail
of a 1,000RMB discount.
4.3. Fees can be settled in our 4F office
by cash or card.
4.4. Wire Transfers: (Please note
student’s name with the grade and class on

3.1.3. ܌ᷧᭅྃᒽ
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the remittance slip to ensure payment is
credited to the proper account)
4.5. Please email
ywu@charitydreamshanghai.cn and
accounting@charitydreamshanghai.cn for
any remittance slips or payment questions.
4. ᗈᩇᭌೠ
4.1. ᩇݢզೲ๗ᗈᕑೲෆଙᗈ
ᕑ̶
4.2. Ӟེᗈᕑෆଙᩇݢզํ1000Ո
࿆૰ጱսణ̶
4.3. ᩇአݢզ᭗ᬦሿᰂᱷᤈܜጱ୵ୗࣁ
ࢥ༵لېਰᗈ՞̶
4.4. ኪғҁ᧗ဳຽกኞጱনݷଙ
ᕆᏟכྃฎᬰفྋᏟጱᨴಁ҂
4.5. ᧗ਖ਼ྃݎᦤڂᮒկᛗ
ywu@charitydreamshanghai.cn 
accounting@charitydreamshanghai.cn Ҕձ
֜ᳯ᷌Ԟݢᮒկᛗᧆᮒᓟ̶
5. ENROLLMENT SEAT SECURITY
DEPOSIT
5.1. The Enrollment Seat Security
deposit is non refundable during Open
Enrollment (2nd Monday of March through
June 1st) and will be held through the 1st
semester to secure the seat for the 2nd
semester. If a student begins the 2nd
semester, the deposit will be credited
toward the 2nd semester tuition payment.
5.2. In the case that a student applies
for withdrawal of the 2nd semester,
following proper withdrawal procedures as
outlined in Section 8, the Seat Security
deposit will be considered as tuition at that
time and will be refunded along with any
tuition refundable at the time of withdrawal
notification.
5. ဳ֖ٙᦤכᰂ
5.1. ဳ֖ٙᦤכᰂࣁဳلٙ๗ᳵฎӧ
ݢᭅྃጱҁ3์ᒫԫӻޮӞ์مکӞݩ҂҅
ଚӬԭᒫӞ๗ٖכኸ֢ԅᒫԫ๗֖
ጱᏟ̶כইຎኞতᒫԫ๗ጱԟ҅כ
ᦤᰂਖ਼֢ԅᒫԫ๗ᩇጱಽಕ̶
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5.2. ࣁኞڊᒫԫ๗ᭅጱఘ٭
ӥ҅ᵱᥝ᪙ᵋᒫ8᮱ړᭅၞᑕᬰᤈ֖҅
ᦤכᰂࣁྌਖ਼տᤩᦊԅฎ୮ᵱᥝԻ՞ጱ
ᩇ҅Ӭտ໑ഝᭅ᭗ᎣጱᳵӨٌਙᩇ
Ӟݶᬰᤈᭅᩇ̶
6. RE-ENROLLING STUDENTS
6.1 Returning students may re-enroll
and secure their seat for the 1st semester
of the following year by paying
the Enrollment Seat Security deposit of
10,000RMB. The Enrollment Seat Security
deposit is due on or before the 2nd Friday
of March and is non-refundable* (see
section 5).
6.2 The seat is secured through the
Open Enrollment period until Development
fee and 1st semester Tuition fee are due on
or before the 2nd Friday of May.
6.3. The seat will be forfeited and
offered to new student if Development fee
and Tuition fee are not paid by the due date
above. In this case, the Enrollment Seat
Security Deposit will not be refunded.
6.4. Please note that Open Enrollment
begins on the second Monday of March.
LBA will not hold seats for existing students
if the Enrollment Seat Security deposit has
not been received.
6. ࣁኞෛଙ᯿ෛဳٙ
6.1. ࣁኞݢզ᭗ᬦඪ՞ဳ֖ٙᦤכ
ᰂ҆10҅000Ո࿆૰᯿ෛဳٙӬᏟכ՜ժ
ଙᒫӞ๗ጱ̶֖ဳ֖ٙᦤכᰂᵱᥝࣁ
3์ጱᒫԫӻޮԲᘏԏڹԻ՞҅Ӭฎӧݢ
ᭅ ྃጱ҃ҁᥠᒫ5᮱ړ҂
6.2. ࣁဳلٙᴤྦྷ҅රᙙݎᩇᒫӞ
๗ᩇᵱᥝԭԲ์ᒫԫӻޮԲԏڹԻ
՞֖҅տᤩᏟᦊ̶
6.3. ইຎරᙙݎᩇᩇဌํࣁզӤ
ਧጱ෭๗Ի՞֖҅੪տᤩݐၾӬտᤩ׀
ᕳෛጱኞ̶ࣁྌఘ٭ӥ҅ဳ֖ٙᦤכᰂ
ฎӧտᤩᭅྃጱ̶
6.4. ᧗ဳلጱဳٙኧ3์ጱᒫԫӻޮ
Ӟত̶ইຎ๚තࣁکኞጱ֖ᦤכ
ᰂ҅LBAฎӧտԅࣁኞכኸ֖ጱ̶
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7. WRITTEN NOTIFICATION POLICY
7.1. Written notification is required, from
the student’s parents, to be submitted in
hard copy and/or e-mail format, one month
before to the Admissions Department:
admissions@charitydreamshanghai.cn for
the following:
7.1.1. For LBA, CAA, ELS, ASPC
withdrawal and refunds.
7.1.2. For lunch change or cancelation
7.1.3. Change of the child’s Legal
Guardian.
7.1.4. Student/ Parent Name changed.
Parents should make sure to notify
Admissions and their class teacher for any
name change. Students will only be
allowed to change/ modify their name once
for the duration of their stay in LBA.
7.1.5. Student became ill and have a
life threatening sickness/ allergy than can
affect other students. A recent official
medical certificate signed by the doctor
should be submitted along with the written
notification from the parent.
7.2. A notification is considered received
at such time that LBA Administration
acknowledges the notification.
7.3. If, within a couple business days,
there is no reply from LBA Administration
the parent should be proactive by calling
LBA to ensure their notification has been
received.
7.4. Written notification should not be
submitted to Lead Teachers, Teacher
Assistants or support staff.
7. ԡᶎ᭗Ꭳᒽ
7.1. ᰒզӥఘ҅٭ᵱᥝኞਹᳩڹӞ
ӻ์զԡᶎ୵ୗኪৼᮒկ୵ୗݻኞ᮱ᬰ
ᤈԡᶎ᭗Ꭳ҅ኪৼᮒկᛗғ
admissions@charitydreamshanghai.cn.
7.1.1. LBA݊྅ڠᜏᴺ҅
ԟ̵᧞ݸቔקԔ᮱ጱᭅ݊ᭅ̶ྃ
7.1.2. ܌ᷧۖݒݐၾ̶

7.1.5. ኞኞየտߥٌ՜ኞጱӸ
᯿ዤየ/ᬦභ̶ਹᳩԻԡᶎ᭗Ꭳᵱᥝݶ
᭓ԻӞղ܅ኞᓋᗟጱ؋଼ᦤก̶
7.2. ୮LBAᏟᦊතک᭗Ꭳ҅ݸਧԎԅྌ
᭗Ꭳ૪ᤩޞᎣ̶
7.3. ইຎࣁӷӻૡ֢෭ٖ҅ਹᳩဌํතک
ձ֜ᛔԭLBAᤈጱࢧ॔҅ਹᳩᵱᥝԆۖ
Ө໊ᘶᔮᏟᦊ໊තکፘىԡᶎ᭗Ꭳ̶
7.4. ԡᶎ᭗ᎣӧݢԻᕳԆձᘌ̵ᘌۗ
ቘᘏۗܐጱާૡ̶
8. LBA, CAA, ELS AND ASPC
WITHDRAWAL AND REFUND POLICY
8.1. To begin the withdrawal process, a
written withdrawal notice must be submitted
one month in advance to both
admissions@charitydreamshanghai.cn and
caa@charitydreamshanghai.cn (CAA),
els@charitydreamshanghai.cn (ELS)
8.2. Refunds for tuition payments:
8.2.1. Full refund of the semesters’
tuition will be refunded if a student does not
attend any days of the subject semester
and the written request is received before
the first day of the semester.
Refund Policy Table LBA
Written
request
submitted

% of 1st
semester
tuition
refunded

% of 2nd
semester
tuition
refunded

Before the 1st
day of 1st
semester

100%

100%

October 1st

66%

100%

Before 1st day
of 2nd
semester

0%

100%

March 1st

0%

66%

7.1.3. ኞဩਧፊಷՈጱݒๅ̶
7.1.4. ኞਹᳩਁݷጱๅද̶ձ֜ݷ
ਁጱݒๅ᮷ᵱᥝਹᳩ᭗Ꭳኞ᮱ᳪ݊ኞጱ
ቔᕆᘌ̶੪LBA๗ᳵ҅ኞݝ꧋ᦜๅද
ਁݷӞ̶ེ
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Refund Policy Table CAA/ELS/ASPC
Written
request
submitted on
or before

% of 1st
semester
Tuition
Available for
Refund

% of 2nd
semester
Tuition
Available for
Refund

Before the 1st
day of 1st
semester

100%

100%

Before the start
of the third class
the 1st
semester

66%

100%

Before 1st day
of 2nd semester

0%

100%

Before the start
of the third class
the 2nd
semester

0%

66%

Refund Policy Table SUMMERCAMP
Written
request
submitted on
or before
Before the 1st
day of the
Summer
Semester
Before the 2nd
week of the
Summer
Semester

% of Summer Semester
Available for Refund

After the 1st
week of
Summer Camp

100%

8. ᭅզ݊ᭅᩇᒽ
8.1. ىԭᭅၞᑕ҅Ḓضኞጱԡᶎᭅ

66%

0%

8.2.2 An Exit Survey will be sent via
email. This needs to be filled out and sent
back to
admissions@charitydreamshanghai.cn
8.2.3 All students across all programs
will need to get clearance from their
teachers on their last day.
8.2.3.1 Students who are in Preschool to 3rd grade; parents need to
request and take a Clearance Form from
the Admissions Office and have their
homeroom teacher clear and sign the
student out from their classroom.
8.2.3.2 Students who are in 4th Grade
to High school can request and take the
LBA 17/18 Handbook

Clearance Form from the Admissions Office
and seek their homeroom and special
teachers to get cleared from their classes.
8.2.4 Refunds will be processed 3-4
weeks of school days after the student’s
last day of attendance and only after all
school materials have been returned and
the Withdrawal Checklist has been signed
and returned to the Admissions
Department.
8.2.5 No refunds will be issued for any
fee including but not limited to tuition,
Enrollment Seat Security deposit, lunch,
bus, after school activities, CAA and ELS
classes until all outstanding payments have
been settled. Refunds will first be applied to
settle outstanding payments before being
issued to the student’s account.
8.2.6 Students who are dismissed from
any LBA, CAA, ELS, or ASPC due to
misbehavior or violations of the academic
policies are not eligible for any refunds from
that program.
8.2.7 All refund request are required to
complete refund instructions (banking
information for where to apply the credit)
and return of the original fapiao (if issued).
Failure to do so will result in additional
charges.

᭗ᎣᶳڹӞӻ์Իᕳ໊ኞ᮱҅ኪৼ
ᮒկᛗғ
admissions@charitydreamshanghai.cn 
caa@charitydreamshanghai.cn (CAA),
els@charitydreamshanghai.cn (ELS)
.
8.2. ᩇᭅᩇғ
8.2.1. ق᷐ᭅྃఘ٭ғኞဌํڊଅᬯ
๗ձ֜Ӟॠጱ᧞ᑕଚӬࣁ๗ᒫӞॠԏڹ
තᧆکኞጱԡᶎᭅኩ᧗̶
ᭅᒽᤒ LBA
ԡᶎᥝᵱԭզӥ
ԏڹԻ

ᒫӞ๗ᩇ
ᭅᩇѾ

ᒫԫ๗ᩇ
ᭅᩇѾ

ᒫӞ๗ᒫӞॠԏ
ڹ

100%

100%
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10์1෭

66%

100%

ᒫԫ๗ᒫӞॠԏ
ڹ

0%

100%

3์1෭

0%

66%

8.2.3.1. ଞکࢮدӣଙᕆጱኞਹᳩᵱ
ᥝኞلېਰᶾݐᭅႴቘᦜݢᤒ҅ଚӬ
Իኧቔᕆᘌᬰᤈත೬ଚᓋᗟᧆᤒ໒̶
8.2.4. ࣁಅํ໊ාᤩ୭ᬮ̵ᭅႴܔ

ᭅᒽᤒ CAA/ ELS/ ASPC

ᓋᗟঅଚԻᬮኞ᮱ᳪ҅ݸᭅྃਖ਼ࣁኞ๋
ݸӞॠӤݸጱ3-4ޮٖਠ౮̶
8.2.5. ᝑਂࣁཹᩇఘ҅٭ᩇ̵ଷ֖ᦤכ
ᰂ̵܌̵̵໊ᷧ᧞ݸቔ̵྅ڠᜏᴺ
ԟٌ݊՜ᶱፓ᮷ਖ਼ӧԨզᭅ̶ྃ
ᭅྃᩇአਖ਼ضአԭಽಕ๚ᗈႴጱᩇአ̶

ԡᶎᥝᵱԭզӥ
ԏڹԻ

ᒫӞ๗
ᩇᭅᩇѾ

ᒫԫ๗ᩇ
ᭅᩇѾ

ᒫӞ๗ᒫӞॠԏ
ڹ

100%

100%

66%

100%

8.2.6. ኞࢩԅᤈԅӧᥢᬲݍ໊ᥢ
ਧᤩᴻጱ҅ਖ਼ӧտํձ֜ᭅྃ҅ᭇአԭ
LBA, CAA, ELS, ASPC᧞ᑕ̶
8.2.7. ಅํᭅྃ᮷ᥝਠ౮ᭅ֢ྃҁݢզ

0%

100%

තݐᭅྃጱᱷᤈᨴݩ҂ଚӬ୭ᬮ૪ݎᐥ̶
๚ೲᥢਧᥝտԾኞ᷐क़ጱᩇአ̶

0%

66%

ࣁᒫӣᜓ᧞তڹ
ጱᒫӞӻ๗
ᒫԫ๗ᒫӞॠԏ
ڹ

For Non-LBA Students:

ࣁᒫӣᜓ᧞তڹ
ጱᒫԫӻ๗

ᭅᒽᤒ า๗ቔ
ԡᶎᥝᵱԭ
զӥԏڹԻ

% of Summer Semester
Available for Refund

า๗ቔᒫӞॠ
ԏ

100%

า๗ቔጱᒫԫ
ӻจ๗ԏڹ

66%

า๗ቔጱᒫԫ
ӻจ๗ԏݸ

0%

8.2.2. ਹᳩտතکӞղᭅ᧣ັጱኪৼᮒ
կ҅ྌ᧣ັᤒᵱᥝऴٟঅࢧݎᛗғ
admissions@charitydreamshanghai.cn
8.2.3 ಅํᶱፓጱኞࣁ๋ݸӞॠ᮷ᵱᥝ
ಅࣁቔᕆᘌጱᭅႴቘᦜ̶ݢ
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9. Waitlist Students & Refunds
9.1. Students on the wait list who have
paid the Seat Security deposit will be given
the first available seat.
9.2. Waitlist students before Open
Enrollment
9.2.1. The Waitlist Seat Security
deposit paid prior to Open Enrollment will
be available for refund if no seat becomes
available for the student after Open
Enrollment on the 2nd Monday of March.
9.2.2. These students may elect to
remain on the wait list by not requesting a
refund of the Seat Security deposit.
9.3. Students who remain on the waitlist
through Open Enrollment (2nd Monday of
March - June 1st)
9.3.1. Students who elect to remain
on the waitlist through Open Enrollment will
have priority seat placement over students
who have not paid the Seat Security
deposit and will be given a seat when
available. During Open Enrollment, these
students are committing to take a seat if it
becomes available and will not be offered a
refund of the Seat Security deposit if they
should choose to withdraw from the
enrollment process.
9.3.2. Students who elect to remain on
the paid wait list after June 1st and are
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offered a seat before the start of school will
be considered as LBA enrolled students.
The original Waitlist Seat Security deposit
now becomes an Enrollment Seat Security
deposit and will be applied to students' 2nd
semester fees. Current semester fee must
be paid within one week of acceptance.
There is no refund if the student chooses to
turn down the open seat.
9.3.3. Students who elected to
remain on the waitlist after June 1st can
request for a refund at anytime before LBA
offers an available seat.
9.3.4. If no seat becomes available
before June 1st, the Seat Security deposit
will once again be available for refund.
Please send a request to
admissions@charitydreamshanghai.cn on
or before June 1st.
9.3.5 Refunds will take 3-4 weeks
(school days).

ᶋLBAጱኞғ
9. ᒵஇڜᤒӤጱኞᭅྃ
9.1. ࣁᒵஇଅӤጱኞᝑ૪ᕪ՞ԧ֖כ
ᦤᰂਖ਼ᤩᕳԨᒫӞӻᑮڊጱ̶֖
9.2. ࣁဳلٙԏڹጱᒵஇଅ֖Ӿጱኞ
9.2.1.ইຎ3์ᒫԫӻޮӞဳلٙጱ
ײᬮဌํفଅ֖҅ᒵஇଅ֖Ӿጱኞᝑᗈ
ᕑԧ֖ᦤכᰂ҅ਖ਼Ԩզق᷐ᭅ̶ྃ
9.2.2. ᬯԶኞԞݢզᭌೠӧኩ᧗֖
ᦤכᰂጱᭅྃᘒᖀᖅኸࣁᒵஇଅ֖Ӿ̶
9.3. ࣁဳلٙᬦᑕӾኸࣁᒵஇଅӾጱ
ኞҁ3์ᒫԫӻޮӞک6์1෭҂
9.3.1. ԭᭌೠࣁဳلٙᬦᑕӾᖀᖅ
ኸࣁᒵஇଅӾጱኞ҅୮ํᑮ֟ଅ֖҅ᬯ
ಢᒵஇଅӾጱኞፘԭᮎԶဌํᗈᕑ֖
ᦤכᰂጱኞํսضᤩਞഭଅ̶֖
ࣁဳلٙ๗ᳵ҅ᬯԶኞᵱᥝಥ᧚Ӟ෮ํ
ᑮ֖֟՜ժտᭌೠ੪Ҕ๋ࣁֵܨᕣဳٙ
Ӿ՜ժᭌೠᭅ҅ᬯᒟ֖ᦤכᰂਖ਼ӧԨզ
ᭅ̶ྃ
9.3.2. ኞᭌೠࣁ6์1෭ԏݸՖ෯ኸࣁ
ᒵஇଅ֖ӤӬࣁ໊ᤩڹ׀Ӟ֖҅

ᤩᥤ֢LBA૪ဳٙኞ̶ܻᒵஇଅ֖ጱכ
ᦤᰂਖ਼֢ԅဳ֖ٙᦤכᰂ҅Ӭݝᚆአ؉
ኞᒫԫ๗ጱᩇአಽಕ̶๗ᩇᵱᥝࣁ
ӞޮٖԻ՞̶
9.3.3. ԭ6์1෭ԏݸᭌೠኸࣁᒵஇଅ
Ӿጱኞ҅ݢզࣁLBAਞഭ֖ԏڹኩ᧗ᭅ
̶ྃ
9.3.4. ইຎࣁ6์1෭ڹইຎဌํᑮ֟ଅ
֖҅ᮎԍ֖ᦤכᰂݢզٚӞེኩ᧗ᭅ̶ྃ
᧗ԭ 6์1෭ԏݎڹᭆᭅྃኩ᧗ᛗғ
admissions@charitydreamshanghai.cn
9.3.5. ᭅྃᵱᥝ3ک4ޮጱᳵҁ໑ഝ
໊ૡ֢ᳵ҂
10. Additional Information
10.1. The Capital Development fee and
the Supply fee is a required annual fee paid
by each student regardless of the
enrollment date and/or semester and is
non-refundable.
10.2 Lunch fees will be different every
semester as the amount is computed based
on the number of school days in a
semester.
10.3 Basic mode of communication
across all programs is thru wechat. Parents
can add Admissions wechat ID: LBAAdmissions but is not mandatory.
10.4 All students are required to
purchase official LBA/ CAA/ ASPC/ ELS
shirts/ hoodies at all times during class
hours.
10. ٌ՜௳מ
10.1. රᙙݎᩇአฎྯӻኞ᮷ᥝᗈᕑ
ӞᒟᏝጱଙଶᩇአ҅ӧᦇဳٙ෭๗ᘏ
๗Ӭฎӧݢᭅྃጱ̶
10.2 ྯӻ๗ጱ܌ᷧᩇ᮷ӧ҅ݶտ໑ഝ
ྯӻ๗ጱӤॠහᘒਧ̶
10.3 ಅํᶱፓጱဋ᭗चӤฎ᭗ᬦங
̶מਹᳩݢզےஙݩמғ LBAAdmissions҅ଚӧฎ୩ګጱ̶
10.4 ಅํኞ᮷ᥝᨻԣ໊๐ҁLBAٌ݊
՜ಅํᶱፓጱT௫ଌᤔ҂҅Ӥ᮷ᵱᥝᑯ
፳໊๐̶
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11. CAA/ ELS/ ASPC Missed Classes
11.1 Student/ parent must send a
notification to the class teacher 24 hours
prior to the class if the student wish to be
absent on that day.
11.2 There are no refunds available for
any missed class across all programs;
either One on One or group class
11.3 CAA/ ASPC/ ELS - There will be no
make up class available if the student
missed a group class.
11.3.1 If the teacher is not available,
the school will find a substitute teacher for
the group class.
11.4 CAA One on One class.
11.4.1 If the student was able to
inform the teacher 24 hours prior to class,
student can request for a make up class
based on both student and teacher’s
availability. Maximum up to 2 make up
classes in a semester.
11. ྅ڠᜏᴺ̵ԟ̵᧞ݸቔ
קԔ᮱ጱᗌ᧞ఘ٭
11.1 ইຎᥝ᧗҅ኞਹᳩᶳࣁӤ
᧞ڹ24ੜޞᎣቔᕆᘌ̶
11.2 ಅํᗌଅጱ᧞ᑕ҅۱ೡӞӞ᧞ᑕ
ቔ᧞҅᮷ဌํᭅᩇ̶
11.3 ইຎኞᗌଅԧቔ᧞҅ฎӧݢզᤑ
᧞ጱ̶
11.3.1 ইຎᘌ୮ॠӧᚆӤ᧞҅
໊տᕳቔ᧞ਞഭդ᧞ᘌ̶
11.4 ྅ڠᜏᴺӞӞ᧞ᑕ
11.4.1 ইຎኞӤ᧞ڹ24ੜ᭗Ꭳᘌ
҅ኞݢզࣁොᳵ꧋ᦜጱఘ٭ӥ҅ኩ
᧗ᤑ᧞̶ྯ๗๋ग़ኩ᧗ӷེᤑ᧞̶
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LBA 2017-2018 Parental
Consent Form
General Information:
Child’s Name:
______________________________________ Date:
_________________________
Grade:____ Birthdate:______________________
Passport or ID#:____________________________
Parent Contact’s
Name:_________________________
Mobile#:_____________________________
Parent’s
Address:___________________________________
________________________________
Parent’s email
address____________________________________
__________________________
Drop Off & Pick Up: (applicable only for students
NOT using school bus)
I agree to have my child to school each school day
between 7:45am-7:55am, and to pick up my child
promptly at 3:00pm (PK2 students exempt). I MUST
accompany my child when riding the elevator up or
down to the school.
Initial:_____________
School Photos:
I agree to have my child’s school pictures taken in the
school and used in the yearbook, school
advertisement, whether they are a present or former
student.
Initial:____________
School Outings Transportation:
I authorize LBA to transport my child on various
school outings both during and if the student is
enrolled in any LBA afterschool program, under the
supervision of the assigned LBA staff and parent
volunteers.
Initial:__________________

If my child is ill and unable to attend school, I will call
the school at 5017-9621 by 8:00am each day.
If my child will be arriving late to school due to a
doctors appointment, etc. I will inform the school
office.
Initial: _____________
Departure Policies:
In the event my child needs to be picked up by
anyone not pre-approved on my child’s registration
form, that adult will be required to present my child’s
security tag to school staff. Please note that a parent
or guardian must call our school office at #5017-9621
to inform the staff of any change in the students pick
up routine.
I agree to inform the school, and pay any late fees, if I
will be picking up my child later than 3:30pm.
I MUST accompany my child when riding the elevator
up or down to the school
Initial: _______________
Late pick up policy:
I agree to pay a fee of 50RMB for every 5 minutes I
am late picking my child up at LBA (after 3:30pm).
I will be billed by the LBA business office weekly for
any late fees incurred.
*Students walking home: (for 4th-High School only)
My child,
__________________________________________,
has permission to walk to/from school alone.
Intial:_______________________
Parent Signature:
_______________________________ Date:
_____________________
With the submission of this form please present
updated copy of immunization form, a printed
copy of your
child’s insurance card, with passport or ID card.

Emergency Medical Care
I,
__________________________________________,
give written permission for Learning Beyond
Academy to aid my child in emergency care at the
nearest and most convenient hospital. I also give
permission for LBA to sign, on my behalf, for any
medical emergency that may occur. I do not hold LBA
liable for any accident, or associated medical fees,
that occur during the school day on school premises.
I will inform LBA of any allergies or chronic illnesses
that my child has or develops.
In case of emergency contact:
______________________________
Mobile#:___________________
Alternate contact:
________________________________ Mobile#:
_____________________
Initial:____________
Illness and Late Arrivals:
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LBA 2017-2018ਹᳩݶԡ
च௳מғ
ኞনݷғ_________________________________෭
๗ғ__________________________________
ଙᕆ:__________ኞ෭ғ___________________ಷᆙ
ᘏղᦤݩғ_________________________
ਹᳩᘶᔮՈনݷғ________________________ಋ
ݩғ___________________________________
ਹᳩࣈ࣎ғ
_____________________________________________
____________________________
ളᭆғҁᭇݳӧӤ໊ጱኞ҂
౯ྯݶॠӤ7:45-7:55ᭆৼک໊ӥ܌3:00ٵള
ৼҁ2ቔኞᴻक़҂̶ࣁ໊౯ᶳଃৼӤӥኪ
ༀ̶
ᓋਁғ_______________

Ոኪᦾᕳ໊ 5017-9621ޞᎣ໊ૡ֢Ոާኞളᭆጱ
ද̶ݒ
౯ݶඪ՞ձ֜ภکጱᩇአ,ইຎ౯տࣁӥ܌3:30ԏݸള
౯ጱৼ̶
౯ᶳଃৼӤӥኪༀ̶
ᓋਁғ_______________
᬴کᒽғ
౯ݶඪ՞50ྯ҈ز5ړᰦইຎ౯᬴ککLBAള౯ጱৼ
ҁࣁӥ܌3:30ԏݸ҂
౯ਖ਼տතکLBAڊݎጱ᬴کᩇአ՞ྃ᭗Ꭳ̶
҃ኞᛔ૩ྍᤈࢧਹғҁํݝ4ଙᕆک8ଙᕆኞݢզ҂
౯ጱৼ҅
_____________________________________________
______,ݢզᛔ૩ྍᤈࢧਹ҈̶໊
ᓋਁғ_______________
ਹᳩᓋਁғ

໊ᆙᇆғ
౯ݶ౯ৼࣁ໊ೌጱᆙᇆݢአԭଙ໊ٙ҅ਯփ҅ӧ
ᓕฎሿࣁጱኞᬮฎզڹጱኞ̶
ᓋਁғ_______________

_______________________________________෭๗ғ
_____________________________
ࣁԻྌᤒ໒᧗ݶ׀2ୟ2*2֦ৼጱᆙᇆ҅Ӟղํ
֦ৼಷᆙᘏղᦤጱכᴾܦ॔ܜկ̶

໊क़ڊԻ᭗ғ
౯ദLBAࣁ໊ӧݶጱक़ڊၚۖӾֵአԻ᭗ૡٍLBA
ձ֜ӞӻᶱፓӾጱኞ҅ࣁLBAձጱૡ֢Ոާਹᳩப
ౄᘏፊӥ̶
ᓋਁғ_______________
ᔲ܅ዌ፡ಷғ
౯҅
___________________________________________,ᕳ
ԨԡᶎಢٵLBAଆۗ౯ጱৼᔲ܅ዌ፡ಷࣁ๋ᬪ๋ො
ጱ܅ᴺ̶౯ԞᕳԨಢٵLBAդᤒ౯ᓋਁ҅ࣁݎኞձ֜ᔲ
܅ዌጱఘ٭ӥ̶౯عᴻLBAࣁձ֜क़ӥጱᨱձ,ํى
ጱ܅ዌᩇአ҅ڹฎᬯݎኞࣁ෭ଉ໊Ӿ̶౯տ᭗ᎣLBA
౯ৼํ፳ྋࣁݎኞጱᬦභౌዤየ̶
ᔲఘ٭ӥጱᘶᔮՈғ
___________________________________ಋݩғ
_________________________________
ٌ՜ᘶᔮՈғ
___________________________________________ಋ
ݩғ_________________________________
ᓋਁғ_______________
ኞየ᬴کғ
ইຎ౯ጱৼኞየӧᚆ໊҅౯տࣁӤ8:00ኪᦾᕳ
໊5017-9621̶
ইຎ౯ጱৼํ܅ኞᶼᕅᒵᥝภک̶໊౯տޞᎣ̶໊
ᓋਁғ_______________
ളᭆᥢਧғ
ࣁ໊ၚۖӾ౯ৼਖ਼ኧဌํࣁဳٙᤒӾጱՈളᭆ҅ᮎӻ
Ոᵱᥝڊᐏᕳ໊ૡ֢Ոާਞဳ᧗̶ܜقਹᳩᘏፊಷ
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2F , 3F ,& 4F 1777 JINGAO LU, JIN QUIAO, SHANGHAI, CHINA

+8621 5017 9621

Arrival for 4F Students is 7:45 – 8:00 am Tardy by 8:01
Arrival for 2F Students is 8:00 – 8:35 am Tardy by 8:36
Departure at 3pm

2017 – 2018 SCHOOL CALENDAR

Teacher In Service Days (Students have no classes)
National Holiday, School Breaks & ½ Days

2017
August
S

M

T
1

W
2

T
3

F
4

S
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
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S
1

M
2

T
3

W
4

T
5

F
6

S
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

162 17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

S

M

T

W

T

F
1

S
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24/31

25

26

27

28

29

30

Parent Orientations/Mtg.

LBA Special Monthly Event or Field Trip

Enrollment Start Dates for Existing and New Students / First Day or Last Day of School / Report Cards

4

Summer Camp Production

7-11

New Teachers In-Service

September
S

M

T

W

T

F
1

S
2

14-25 All Teachers In-Service

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

25

½ day Preschool Parent
Orientation/APM

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 222 23

28

1st Day of School PK-12th

24

25

26 27

S

M

T

W
1

5

6

7

12

13

19

20

26

27

28

29

30

T
2

F
3

S
4

8

9

10

11

14

15

16

17

18

21

22

23

24

25

28

29

30

3

November

October

December

2-6

19

NO SCHOOLAutumn Holiday-Offices
Closed
Active Parents Meeting

2
15
19
21

CAA recital
3-8 Christmas Production
K-2 Christmas Production
Preschool Christmas
Production – ½ day of school
22 - 2 January 2018
NO SCHOOLChristmas Break
Offices Closed

Parent Orientation/APM K-12th
CAA,ELS & ASPC- 1st sem. begins
Active Parent Meeting
LBA Storytime

4
11
21
29

Parents take note:
CAA-Creative Arts Academy
ASPC-After school Programs & Clubs
ELS- English Language School
APM-Active Parents Meeting
TIS-Teacher in-service

LBA 1st Grading Period ends
Celebration Of Life
NO SCHOOL-TIS
Report Cards Sent Home
NO SCHOOLParent Teacher Conference
Active Parent Meeting
History Day
Field Trip
NO SCHOOL-Thanksgiving Day

8
10
14
16
22
23
24

Shanghai Healing Home Anniversary
& LBA Celebration Of Life
in ONE BIG EVENT!!!
NOVEMBER 3, 2017

No PK2 on ½ days of school
No CAA/ASPC on ½ day of school

LBA Grounds

.

First Draft, dates are subject to change
Calendar updated as of January 18, 2017

Mark your calendars!

2018
January
S

M

T

W

T

F

S

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

S

M

T

1-2
18
19
22
26

NO SCHOOL-New Year
Active Parent Meeting
LBA 1st sem. ends
CAA/ASPC/ELS-1st sem. ends
ELS Award Night
½ day of school-TIS
LBA 2nd sem. begins
Report Cards Sent Home
All School CNY Celebration

T
1

M

T

W

T
1

F
2

S
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

S
1

M
2

T
3

W
4

T
5

F
6

S
7

April

March
W

February
S

F
2

S
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

2
9
15
30

Read-a-thon
Speech Competition
Seat security due for 18/19
Active Parents Meeting
Math Olympics

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

2

29

30

S

M

T

F
1

S
2

June

May
S

M

T
1

W
2

T
3

F
4

Sa

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

S
1

M
2

T
3

W
4

T
5

F
6

S
7

5

1
4
11
25

NO SCHOOL-May Holiday
Spelling Bee
1st sem. Tuition due 18/19
Science Fair/Earth Day

T

W

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

S

M

5-23

NO SCHOOLChinese New Year
Offices Closed

26-Mar 2 Book Week
26
CAA/ASPC/ELS-2nd sem.
begins

2-6
19
20
23-27
25
27
30

NO SCHOOL-Spring Break
Active Parent Meeting
LBA 3rd Grading Period ends
ITBS testing 1-8
½ day of school-TIS
Report Cards Sent Home
NO SCHOOL-May Holiday

1
15

High School Graduation
Kindergarten Graduation
CAA/ASPC/ELS -2nd sem. ends
ELS Award Night
16
CAA Recital
18
NO SCHOOL- Dragon Boat Festival
21
Field Day
22
Last Day/ ½ Day of School
25-27 TIS
26
Final Report Card

August 2018

July

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31
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2-6
Teacher in Service
9
Start of Summer Camp
9- August 3 Summer Camp

T
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3rd Edition

3

Summer Camp Production
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